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GLOSSARY FOR PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS
The terms used in this catalogue have the meanings ascribed to them here. Please note that all statements in this catalogue as to authorship are made subject to
the provisions in the Conditions of Sale printed in this catalogue.
Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)

In our opinion, a work by the artist.
Attributed to Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work of the period of the artist, probably in whole, or in part a work by the artist.
Studio of Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work by an unknown hand in the studio of the artist, possibly executed under the supervision of the artist.
Follower of Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work in the style of the artist, of a later date, which is contemporary.
Circle of Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work of the period of the artist, closely related to his style.
Manner of Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a work in the style of the artist, and of a later date.
After Sam Gilliam (American b. 1933)
In our opinion, a copy of a known work of the artist.
The terms signed, dated or inscribed mean that in our opinion, the signature date or inscription are by the hand of the artist. We also give the
placement of signature on the canvas as follows:
l.l. – lower left
l.r. – lower right
b.c. – bottom center

u.l. – upper left
u.r. – upper right
u.c. – upper center

The terms bears a signature, bears a date or bears an inscription mean that the work has a signature, date or inscription which may have been
added by another hand. Dimensions are given height before width, unless otherwise stated, and to the nearest 1/4-inch. Pictures are
framed unless otherwise noted. An asterisk (*) at the end of the description indicates that the print(s) in the lot has not been examined out
of its mat and/or frame.
While we will do our best to protect the frames, Weschler’s will not be responsible for damage, regardless of cause.
While some defects and damages are mentioned in this catalogue,
it is the responsibility of the purchaser to note the condition of each piece.
*Color as shown in the catalogue may vary from the actual colors of the pieces as the process of
photography and printing involves many transitions and changes.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE
The property listed in the catalogue will be offered and sold by Weschler’s Auctioneers and Appraisers, LLC (“Auctioneer”) as agent for the “Consignor” on the following terms and conditions.

1. PRE-SALE
A. Registration. Prospective bidders must
register prior to the auction. Registration is
available a couple weeks prior to the auction
and during exhibition. Internet bidders may
register through the Weschler’s online bidding
platform, or through the 3rd-party platforms of
Invaluable or AuctionZip. Weschler’s may
adjust the standards of bidding qualifications,
especially for Internet bidders. Weschler’s
reserves the right, at its complete discretion, to
refuse bidding approval, admission to the
premises, and to reject any bid.
B. Exhibition. You are strongly encouraged to
attend exhibition and closely examine all lots of
interest to you. If you purchase an item sight
unseen, you accept all responsibility for such
purchase; without limitation, you accept any
defects, damages, past repairs, irregularities, and
all other physical conditions that could have been
determined by your own inspection.
The exhibition will be held the Saturday preceding the sale from 10am to 12 pm, Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday from 10am to 4pm, and
Thursday from 10am to 2pm.
C. Descriptions and Condition Reports. All
property is sold “As Is” in accordance with
Section 3 and neither the Seller (Consignor),
Weschler’s Auctioneers and Appraisers LLC,
nor any of our officers, employees or agents,
make any representation, warranty or guarantee, nor assume any liability of any kind with
respect to the condition of any lot offered for
sale and no statement made at any time, whether oral or written, shall constitute such a warranty, guarantee or representation and are not intended to replace first hand inspection by a prospective buyer. Prospective buyers may request
more detailed information and/or clarification
regarding property offered prior to the sale day;
however, the purchaser hereby assumes all risks
concerning and related, including but not limited to, the grading, quality, description, condition, authenticity, and provenance of a lot.
Condition of frames on artwork is generally not
described. Working conditions of clocks and
timepieces are not guaranteed. All measurements are approximate. Jewelry descriptions
are only estimates as to carat size, gold content,
number of stones, etc. Upholstered furniture
has not been disinfected.
D. Images. All images are not intended to
represent the actual color or clarity of the item
being auctioned, they are only used for identification purposes. Please note that the photos
may be enlarged to show detail in the online
catalogue listing.
E. Estimates.Weschler’s publishes pre-sale
estimates of each lot in the auction. Pre-sale
estimates stated in our catalogue and online
listing are intended as a guide for prospective
bidders and should not be considered a prediction of the selling price. All property can bring
prices above or below stated estimates.

2. DURING THE SALE
A. Acceptance and Rejection of Bids. Unless
otherwise announced by the Auctioneer at the
time of sale, all bids are per lot as numbered in
the catalogue. Absentee bids must be greater
than 50% of the low estimate. The Auctioneer
reserves the right to reject a bid from any bidder.
The highest bid acknowledged by the Auctioneer shall be the purchaser. In the event of any
dispute between bidders, the Auctioneer shall
have the sole and final discretion either to determine the successful bidder, or to re-offer and
re-sell the article in dispute. If the Auctioneer
determines that any opening bid is not commensurate with the value of the article offered, they
may reject the bid; and if, having acknowledged
an opening bid he decides that any advance is
not sufficient, he may reject the advance.
B. Absentee Bids. Bidders who cannot attend
the auction may submit absentee bids using the
Absentee Bid form or submit online. Absentee
bids may also be sent to Weschler’s fax number
(202) 628-2366 or email bids@weschlers.com.
Bids placed by fax must be confirmed by
telephone or email. Our facilities for telephone
bidding are somewhat limited so it is strongly
recommended that you make arrangements at
least 24 hours in advance. Please contact Linda
Niehaus at (202) 628-1281 for specific information on absentee bids.
C. Internet Bidding. Internet bidding is offered
as a service to our customers, and prospective
bidders shall not hold us responsible for any
errors or failures in executing bids, nor shall
they hold us responsible for any failure due to
the loss of the auction app supplied to us by
Invaluable’s online bidding software. Internet
bids are bid electronically through Invaluable’s
online bidding software and compete against
live bids on our auction floor, telephone bids,
and absentee bids by bidders who are not participating in the internet component of the auction. Internet bids are announced competitively
by a member of our staff at the time of the live
auction. Weschler’s may be offered other bids of
the same value as your internet bid. It is at the
auctioneer’s discretion which of these bids they
choose to accept during the auction.
D. Reserves. The “reserve” is a confidential
minimum price agreed between the consignor
and Weschler’s below which a lot will not be
sold. Lots that have a reserve will not be marked
as such, but the reserves will not be in excess of
the low pre-sale estimates. Weschler’s will
execute all reserves on behalf of the consignor
by bidding through the auctioneer and placing
successive or consecutive bids for a lot. The
auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot on
behalf of the consignor up to the reserve
amount. In the event the bidding does not reach

the reserve, the auctioneer will announce
“Passed.”
E. Withdrawal. The Auctioneer reserves the
right to withdraw any property at any time
before actual sale.
F. Bidding Increments.
Weschler’s generally uses the following incremental amounts for all bidding, whether live,
absentee, telephonic or internet:
$100-499
$25 increments
$500-999
$50 increments
$1,000-1,999
$100 increments
$2,000-4,999
$200 increments
$5,000-9,999
$500 increments
$10,000-24,999
$1000 increments
$25,000-49,999
$2500 increments
$50,000-99,999
$5000 increments
$100,000 +
$10,000 increments
3. LIMITATION OF WARRANTIES
No Warranties. The Auctioneer and the Seller
(Consignor) assume no risk, liability or responsibility for the authenticity or the authorship of
any property identified in the catalogue (that is,
the identity of the creator or the period, culture,
source or origin as the case may be, with which
the creation of any property is identified herein).
All property is sold “As Is” and neither the
Auctioneer nor the Seller (Consignor) makes
any guarantees, warranties or representations of
any kind or nature with respect to the property,
and in no event shall be responsible for the correctness or any implied warranty or merchantability or any implied warranty of fitness for a
particular purpose as it relates to description,
genuineness, attribution, provenance, safety,
reliability or condition of the property. If any
implied warranties of merchantability or fitness
for a particular purpose can be construed from
the catalogue, auction, or bill of sale, such
warranties are disclaimed by the Auctioneer and
the Seller (Consignor). No statement in the
catalogue or made at the sale or in the Bill of
Sale or invoice or elsewhere shall be deemed
such a warranty, guarantee or representation or
an admission of liability.
4. GUARANTEE
Notwithstanding the preceding condition, if
within 14 days of the date of the sale, on any lot,
the purchaser must give notice in writing to the
Auctioneer that the lot sold is a counterfeit and,
if within 7 days after such notice the purchaser
returns to the Auctioneer in the same condition
as when sold, and gives written proof from a
recognized impartial expert which establishes
beyond reasonable doubt that the returned lot is
in fact a counterfeit and that this was not indicated by a fair reading of the catalogue or the
Auctioneer’s comments at the time of sale, the
Auctioneer as agent for the Consignor will
rescind the sale and refund the purchase price
paid defined as the amount of the successful bid
price, plus buyer’s premium. The guarantee is
made only to the original purchaser of record
(i.e., the registered bidder) and not any subsequent owners. The original buyer must have
remained the owner of the lot without disposing

TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE
of any interest in it to any third party.
The term counterfeit is defined as a modern
fake or forgery, and made with the intent to
deceive.
5. POST-SALE
A. Purchaser Responsibility. On the fall of the
Auctioneer’s hammer, title to the offered lot
passes to the highest bidder who, thereupon,
will pay the full purchase price therefore or
such part as the Auctioneer may require. All
deposits may be applied to any or all purchases
made by the purchaser at this or any previous
sale. All property shall be removed by the purchaser at their expense on the day of sale or
within one week (7 days) post-sale, and if not so
removed, Weschler’s reserves the right to
charge a $5 per lot, per day, storage fee, not to
exceed one month post-sale; otherwise, items
will be sent by the Auctioneer to an off-site
storage facility, at the risk and expense of the
purchaser. Any damage to or loss of any item
purchased which is left with the Auctioneer
after the day of purchase is the purchaser’s sole
responsibility. If the foregoing conditions or any
other applicable conditions herein are not complied with, in addition to other remedies available to the Auctioneer and the Consignor by
law, including without limitation the right to
hold the purchaser liable for the bid price, the
Auctioneer at its option, may either (a) cancel
the sale, retaining as liquidated damages all
payments made by the purchaser, or (b) re-sell
the property on 3 days notice to the purchaser
and for the account and risk of the purchaser,
either publicly or privately, and in such event
the purchaser shall be liable for the payment of
any deficiency plus all costs, including warehousing, the expenses of both sales, and the
Auctioneer’s commission at its regular rates and
all other charges due hereunder, and incidental
charges. No claims shall be allowed after
removal of goods and no article shall be re-sold
for purchaser at the sale where purchased.
B. Purchaser Payments. The bidder acknowledges that the invoice describing a lot by
number incorporates the catalogue and Terms
& Conditions of Sale. Successful bidders are
requested to make total payment for purchases
by cash, wire transfer, PayPal, Visa,
MasterCard, Discover, American Express,
certified check or cashier’s check.
Credit card and PayPal payments are limited
only to domestic buyers and to a total invoice
amount of $20,000. Credit card payments must
include image of credit card and accompanied
by copy of a driver’s license or other acceptable
photo.
Buyers not known to the Auctioneer and who
are planning to pay with a personal or business
check are required to supply the Auctioneer
with a bank letter of credit prior to the auction.
If such arrangements are not made prior to the
auction, purchases will be held by the
Auctioneer until the check has cleared the
bank.

C. Buyer’s Premium. A premium equal to
22%* of the final bid price up to and including
$100,000, plus 20% of the final bid price from
$100,001 up to and including $500,000, plus
18% of the final bid price $500,001 and over
will be applied to each lot sold and is payable
by the purchaser as part of the total purchase
price. Maryland Sales Tax is computed on the
total purchase price. The purchaser will be
required to pay the Sales Tax unless: (i) the
property purchased is for resale and a valid
Resale Tax number is presented to Weschler's
business office at the time of payment, and the
sales price is $200 or more; (ii) the sales price of
precious metal bullion or coins is greater than
$1000; or (iii) the property is being shipped to a
buyer located outside the state of Maryland by
an ICC/USDOT licensed shipper/carrier. On
any cash transactions or series of transactions
exceeding $10,000, Treasury Form Treasury
Form 8300 will be filed.
*All online bidders will be charged an additional
1% buyer's premium charged by Weschler’s Live
Bidding, Invaluable & AuctionZip.
D. Tax. All purchases will be subject to a 6%
Maryland Sales Tax unless: (i) the property
purchased is for resale and a valid Resale Tax
number is presented to Weschler's business
office at the time of payment, and the sales price
is $200 or more; (ii) the sales price of precious
metal bullion or coins is greater than $1000; or
(iii) the property is being shipped to a buyer
located outside the state of Maryland by an
ICC/USDOT licensed shipper/carrier.
On any cash transactions or series of transactions exceeding $10,000, Treasury Form 8300
will be filed.
E. Removal of Property. No lots shall be
delivered to or collected by the successful
bidder until payment in full of the purchase
price and all applicable taxes and charges. All
purchases must be picked up by the successful
bidder or the successful bidder’s shipper within
one week of the auction. For bidders requiring
lots to be shipped, Weschler’s can provide a list
of shippers and customers may arrange for
services by one of those agents or one of their
own choosing to pack and ship the property.
Weschler’s assumes no responsibility for the
acts or omissions of carriers or packers
whether or not they are recommended by us.
*Please note that all property must be removed
from our premises within one week (7 days)
post-sale from a Capital Collections auction.
If items are not picked up within the terms of
sale, Weschler’s reserves the right to charge a
$5 per lot, per day, storage fee, not to exceed
one month post-sale; otherwise items will be
removed and transferred to an off-site storage
facility at the purchaser’s risk and expense.

F. Exportation Permits. Certain lots may be
subject to the provisions of the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, the Marine Mammal
Protection Act of 1972, and the Migratory Bird
Act of 1982. In order to export these items, the
buyer must obtain special licenses from the Department of the Interior, United States Fish and
Wildlife Service. Some items may not be
exported, and others may not be resold once purchased. Prospective bidders who intend to
export or resell such items are solely responsible for obtaining such licenses and Weschler’s
cannot, and will not, assure that such licenses
can be obtained.
6. ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS
A. Governing Law. These Terms and
Conditions of Sale, as well as the respective
rights and obligations of Weschler’s
Auctioneers and Appraisers LLC, the seller,
and any purchasers or bidder at any sale of
Weschler’s, shall be governed by and construed
and enforced in accordance with the laws of the
State of Maryland.
B. Limitation of Liability. In no event shall the
liability of seller or Weschler’s, its officers,
employees and agents, to a successful bidder for
any breach, act, omission, or claim of any
nature, with respect to an item purchased,
exceed the purchase price actually paid by the
successful bidder for the item. In no event shall
the seller or Weschler’s, its officers, employees
and agents, have any liability under any circumstances for special, indirect, incidental or
consequential damages (including for loss of
profits or revenue, costs of obtaining alternative
property, claims of customers of successful
bidders or otherwise), whether in contract, tort,
negligence, strict liability, or otherwise, arising
out of, resulting from or in any way relating to
the property purchased, or its purchase, sale,
delivery or non-delivery. In no event shall seller
or Weschler’s, its officers, employees and
agents, be liable for any claims related to the
errors, acts, omissions, websites, or technology
of the online bidding software, Weschler’s Live
Bidding, Invaluable or AuctionZip.
C. Legal Fees. In any litigation between
Weschler’s and any bidders (whether or not the
successful bidder) the prevailing party shall be
awarded full reimbursement of its actual paid
legal fees in connection with the dispute.
D. No Waiver. These Terms and Conditions of
Sale may not be waived by Weschler’s unless
such waiver is in writing and signed by
Weschler’s. A waiver on one occasion shall not
be a waiver on any other or future occasion or
affect Weschler’s right to insist on strict
performance of all other provisions.

Catalog and Condition Report
Sale: 1524, Lot 1
William Frederick Witherington
(British, 1785-1865)
Cleobury Mortimer, Salop
Oil on canvas
Signed W. F. Witherington l.l.; also inscribed No. 1/ Cleobury Mortimer, Salop/
W.F. Witherington and Purchased at sale/ Christie's Ldn/ Property of/ Sir H.
Bannerman, M.P. on verso
20 x 30 in (50.8 x 76.2 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Potomac, MD Estate
Provenance:
By repute, Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, Prime Minister of England, 1905-1908

Sale: 1524, Lot 2
Alexander Rosell
(British, 1859-1922)
Memories
Oil on canvas
Signed A Rosell and dated 1907 l.l.
30 x 22 in (76.2 x 55.9 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector

Sale: 1524, Lot 3
Robert F. Watson
(British, 1855-1921)
Sheep Gathered in a Highland Landscape
Oil on canvas
Signed R. Watson and dated 1913 l.r.
21 x 30 in (53.3 x 76.2 cm)
$2,500-3,500

Catalog and Condition Report
Sale: 1524, Lot 4
British School, 19th Century
Whaling in Arctic Waters
Oil on canvas, with Winsor & Newton, London canvas maker's stamp on verso
Unsigned
12 x 24 in (30.5 x 61 cm)
$2,000-4,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 5
J. Langlois
(British, 1855-1904)
Terriers Ratting: Two Works
Each an oil on canvas
Each signed J. Langlois l.l.
Each: 10 x 14 in (25.4 x 35.6 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector

Sale: 1524, Lot 5A
Henry Dawson
(British, 1811-1878)
Autumn Outing Along a River in a Mountainous Landscape
Oil on canvas
Signed H. Dawson and dated 50 l.r.
36 x 56 in (91.4 x 142.2 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Estate of Francis Wickham Kraemer, Jr.

Sale: 1524, Lot 6
William Alister MacDonald
(British, 1860-1956)
View of Tahiti
Watercolor on paper, circa 1920s; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Signed W. Alister MacDonald and located Tahiti l.l.
Sight size: 5-1/2 x 8-3/4 in (14 x 22.2 cm)
$800-1,200
Provenance:
NM Judd, 1926 (per paper label on verso)
M.K. Smith, December 25, 1929

Catalog and Condition Report
Sale: 1524, Lot 7
Edward Seago
(British, 1910-1974)
Queen Street, Hong Kong
Oil on board
Signed Edward Seago l.l.
25-1/2 x 35-1/4 in (64.8 x 89.5 cm)
$20,000-30,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist, circa 1960
By descent to current owner

Sale: 1524, Lot 8
Franz von Zülow
(Austrian, 1883-1963)
Austrian Landscape with Rolling Hills
Watercolor on paper; apparently in good condition. Unframed.
Signed Fv Zulow and dated 31 l.l.
Sheet size: 12 x 17 in (30.5 x 43.2 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1524, Lot 9
Eduard von Grützner
(German, 1846-1925)
The Tailor of the Monastery
Oil on canvas
Signed E Grutzner and dated 80 l.r.; also titled, signed and dated on paper label on
stretcher on verso
10 x 7-1/4 in (25.4 x 18.4 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Sale: 1524, Lot 10
Julius Lange
(German, 1817-1878)
Luminous Alpine Landscape, Possibly the Dachstein Mountains
Oil on canvas
Signed Julius Lange and dated 1860 l.r.
40 x 50 in (101.6 x 127 cm)
$2,000-4,000
Property from the Estate of Monique Furst-Price

Catalog and Condition Report
Sale: 1524, Lot 11
Hendrik Hulk
(Dutch, 1842-1937)
Fishing Boats in an Inlet
Oil on panel
Signed H. Hulk l.r.
12 x 18 in (30.5 x 45.7 cm)
$700-900
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector

Sale: 1524, Lot 12
Jan van Doust
(Dutch, 1794-1846)
Still Life of Flowers and Butterflies on a Marble Ledge
Oil on panel
Signed Jan van Doust l.r.
28-3/4 x 25 in (73 x 63.5 cm)
$1,000-2,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 13
After Alexis-Simon Belle
(French, 19th Century)
The Grand Dauphin, Louis de France
Oil on canvas
Unsigned
35-1/2 x 30-1/2 in (90.2 x 77.5 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector

Sale: 1524, Lot 14
Karl Kaufmann
(Austrian, 1843-1905)
View of Tunis
Oil on canvas
Signed H. Carnier l.r.
16 x 24 in (40.6 x 61 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Note:
Kaufmann was known to sign works under various pseudonyms, including H.
Carnier.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 15
Pierre Louis de Coninck
(French, 1828-1910)
Portrait of a Young Woman Holding a Small Green Lizard
Oil on canvas
Signed P. DeConinck l.r.
27-1/2 x 20 in (69.9 x 50.8 cm)
$2,000-3,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 16
Ruggero Focardi
(Italian, 1864-1934)
Along the Shore, Porto di Chisone
Oil on board
Signed R. Focardi, dated 1926 l.r. and located on verso
9 x 15 in (22.9 x 38.1 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1524, Lot 17
Isaac Israels
(Dutch, 1865-1934)
The Horse Parade
Charcoal on paper mounted on board; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Apparently unsigned; inscribed From the sketchbook of Isaac Israels/ in the
possession of Nelly Bornheim (?) translated from the Dutch on verso
Sight size: 8-1/2 x 10-1/2 in (21.6 x 26.7 cm)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1524, Lot 18
Amos Yaskil
(Israeli, b. 1935)
View of Haifa
Signed A. Yaskil l.l.; also signed, located Haifa and dated 1955 on verso
Oil on canvas
21 x 25-1/2 in (53.3 x 64.8 cm)
$1,000-1,500
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Sale: 1524, Lot 19
Sir William Rothenstein
(British, 1872-1945)
Seated Rabbi
Graphite on paper; overall with minor toning and handling creasing. Framed.*
Inscribed Albert from Will and dated 1912 l.r.
Sheet size: 16-1/2 x 10 in (41.9 x 25.4 cm)
$800-1,200
Provenance:
Collection of Albert Rutherston, the artist's brother, from paper label on verso
The Fine Art Society, London, circa 1930

Sale: 1524, Lot 20
Robert Giron
(Belgian, 1897-1967)
A Marriage Story
Oil on paper mounted on canvas
Signed Robert Giron and dated 1928 l.r.
31-1/2 x 39-1/2 in (80 x 100.3 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1524, Lot 21
Ludovic Rodo Pissarro
(French, 1878-1952)
Still Life of Tulips in a Green Vase
Oil on board
Signed Ludovic Rodo l.l.
16 x 13 in (40.6 x 33 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1524, Lot 22
François Gall
(French/Hungarian, 1912-1987)
Portrait of a Young Woman Seated at a Café
Oil on canvas
Signed F. Gall l.l.
16 x 13 in (40.6 x 33 cm)
$1,000-1,500
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Sale: 1524, Lot 23
Abraham Manievich
(American/Russian, 1883-1942)
Autumn Landscape
Oil on board
Signed A. Manievich l.l.
9-1/2 x 15 in (24.1 x 38.1 cm)
$3,000-5,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 24
Gusti Made Deblog
(Indonesian, 1910-1986)
'Indonesian Dali' and 'Meditating': Two Works
Each ink on paper; each apparently in good condition. Each framed.*
The first, signed I GS.T. M. Deblog and located Denpasar/Bali l.r. and the second,
apparently unsigned
Sheet size of first: 12 x 16-3/4 in (30.5 x 42.5 cm); Sheet size of second: 10-3/4 x
14-1/2 in (27.3 x 36.8 cm)
$1,000-2,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 25
Mary Blood Mellen
(American, 1817-1882)
American Ship off Penobscot, Maine
Oil on canvas
Apparently unsigned
22 x 30-1/2 in (55.9 x 77.5 cm)
$4,000-6,000
Provenance:
Kennedy Galleries, Inc., New York
Literature:
The Kennedy Quarterly, date unknown, listed as no. 152
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Sale: 1524, Lot 26
Manner of James Sharples Sr.
(American, 1751/52-1811)
Portrait of a Gentleman in a Black Coat and a Portrait of a Woman Wearing a Blue
Sash with Pearls in Her Hair: Two Works
Each gouache on paper
Each apparently unsigned; each in good condition. Each framed.*
Oval (sight size of each): 10-1/2 x 8-3/4 in (26.7 x 22.2 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1524, Lot 27
Clement Drew
(American, 1806-1889)
Mount Desert Rock Lighthouse
Oil on canvas
Inscribed Mount Desert Rock/Light by C. Drew and dated 1877 and with Frost &
Adams, Boston paper label on verso
7 x 10 in (17.8 x 25.4 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1524, Lot 28
William Cushing Loring
(American, 1879-1961)
Portrait of William C. Loring, Jr.
Oil on burlap
Apparently unsigned
Unframed: 50 x 25 in (127 x 63.5 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Sale: 1524, Lot 29
Charles Herbert Woodbury
(American, 1864-1940)
Along the Coast
Oil on board
Signed Charles H. Woodbury l.r.
8-1/2 x 10 in (21.6 x 25.4 cm)
$1,000-1,500
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Sale: 1524, Lot 30
Adolphe Borie
(American, 1887-1934)
Portrait of a Lady in Profile
Oil on canvas
Signed Adolphe Borie and dated 1900 u.l.
30 x 25 in (76.2 x 63.50 cm)
$1,500-2,500

Sale: 1524, Lot 31
William Cushing Loring
(American, 1879-1961)
Ruts (Winter in Auburndale, Massachusetts)
Oil on canvas
Signed Loring and dated '39 l.r.; also with Copley Society of Boston paper label
affixed to frame on verso
25 x 30 in (63.5 x 76.2 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Exhibited:
'Exhibition of Contemporary American Art', New York World's Fair, Flushing
Meadows, NY, 1939
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Sale: 1524, Lot 32
Duncan J. MacGregor, Jr.
(American, b. 1907)
Three Spaniel Puppies
Oil on canvas
Signed J. Duncan MacGregor Jr. l.l.; also with a 'G' within a sail stamp on verso
16 x 20 in (40.6 x 50.8 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property of a Washington, DC Collector
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Sale: 1524, Lot 33
William Cushing Loring
(American, 1879-1961)
Polishing Pewter
Oil on canvas
Apparently unsigned
30 x 25 in (76.2 x 63.5 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Provenance:
Charles G. Calder Gallery, Providence, R.I.
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Sale: 1524, Lot 34
Charles Warren Eaton
(American, 1857-1937)
Marsh Landscape at Dusk
Oil on canvas
Signed Charles Warren Eaton and dated 1888 l.r.
12 x 20 in (30.5 x 50.8 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Provenance:
Marshall Sweeten, 1968

Sale: 1524, Lot 35
William Cushing Loring
(American, 1879-1961)
Portrait of Stanton Loring with Book and Portrait of Helen Bird Loring: Two Works
Each oil on canvas
Each apparently unsigned; the second with a portrait of a young woman on verso
The first: 27 x 22 in (68.6 x 55.9 cm); The second: 25 x 18 in (63.5 x 45.7 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring
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Sale: 1524, Lot 36
David Kindleberger
(American, 1834-1921)
Day Out Along the Potomac
Oil on canvas
Signed D. Kindleberger and dated 1876 l.l.
24 x 44 in (61 x 111.8 cm)
$10,000-20,000
Provenance:
The Charleston Renaissance Gallery, Charleston, SC
Note:
After graduating from Thomas Jefferson Medical School in Philadelphia in 1858,
Kindleberger joined the U.S. Navy as a surgeon, participating in many critical
battles of the Civil War. In 1877, he was named medical director of the Asiatic
Fleet and, later, medical director of naval hospitals in Washington, DC and
Philadelphia.
Kindleberger was active as an artist in Washington for several stretches of time
from 1869-1905. He was a member of the Washington Arts Club (1876-1877) and
the Society of Washington Artists and exhibited at the National Academy of
Design in 1877.
The painting appears to depict what was known in the 19th century as the Tiber
Creek/Washington City Canal, now part of the Potomac River east of Georgetown,
Washington DC. The old Naval Observatory (in operation from 1844-1893)
appears visible in the distance.
Our thanks to Washington, DC local historian Elliot Carter for his assistance with
this lot.

Sale: 1524, Lot 37
Arthur Quartley
(American, 1839-1886)
Along the Shore at Dusk
Oil on canvas
Signed Quartley and dated 73 l.l.
20 x 36 in (50.8 x 91.4 cm)
$1,200-1,800
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Sale: 1524, Lot 38
John Hauser
(American, 1859-1913)
Obedient Spaniel
Oil on canvas
Signed John Hauser and dated 94 l.r.
36 x 20 in (91.4 x 50.8 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property of a Washington, DC Collector

Sale: 1524, Lot 39
Arthur Davenport Fuller
(American, 1889-1966)
Duck Hunters Canoeing Through a Swamp
Watercolor on paper; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Signed Arthur D. Fuller l.l.
Sight size: 23 x 17 in (58.4 x 43.2 cm)
$800-1,200
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector

Sale: 1524, Lot 40
William Cushing Loring
(American, 1879-1961)
Miss Hurd Crocheting
Oil on canvas
Apparently unsigned
35 x 27 in (88.9 x 68.6 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Sale: 1524, Lot 41
Lionel Walden
(American, 1861-1933)
Sailboats Along a Shoreline at Dusk
Oil on Masonite
Signed Lionel Walden l.r.
20 x 24 in (50.8 x 61 cm)
$1,500-2,500
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Sale: 1524, Lot 42
William Cushing Loring
(American, 1879-1961)
Portrait of Eliza Greene Metcalf Radeke
Oil on canvas
Apparently unsigned
Unframed: 35 x 27 in (88.9 x 68.6 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring
Note:
Eliza Greene Metcalf Radeke was President of the Rhode Island School of Design
from 1913-1931. Her mother, Helen Rowe Metcalf, helped to found the school in
1877 and the artist was appointed head of the painting and drawing department in
1905.

Sale: 1524, Lot 43
Frank B. Nuderscher
(American, 1880-1959)
Rolling Hills in an Autumn Landscape, St. Albans, Missouri
Oil on canvas
Signed Frank Nuderscher and located St. Albans l.r.
28 x 48 in (71.1 x 121.9 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1524, Lot 44
Eliza Rosanna Lamb Barchus
(American, 1857-1959)
Mt. Hood, Oregon at Sunset
Oil on paper
Apparently unsigned
10 x 12 in (25.4 x 30.5 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson
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Sale: 1524, Lot 45
Attributed to Ralph Albert Blakelock
(American, 1847-1919)
Landscape with Haystacks
Inscribed R.A. Blakelock l.l.
Oil on panel
4-3/4 x 9 in (12.1 x 22.9 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Sale: 1524, Lot 46
William Cushing Loring
(American, 1879-1961)
Portrait of a Woman Wearing a Red Dress: A Double-Sided Work
Oil on canvas
Signed Loring and dated '41 u.r.; with a second portrait of a seated woman on verso
30 x 25 in (76.2 x 63.5 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring

Sale: 1524, Lot 47
Robert William Wood
(American/British, 1889-1979)
View of the High Sierras
Oil on canvas, circa 1960s
Signed Robert Wood l.l.
28 x 38 in (71.1 x 96.5 cm)
$2,000-4,000
Provenance:
By descent to current owner
Note:
This work is accompanied by a letter written by Robert Wood to the original owner.
Dated August 18, 1965, the artist describes the location and approximate date the
work was painted.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 47A
Mabel (Sarah) Pugh
(American, 1891-1986)
Still Life of Tulips and Classical Sculptures
Signed Mabel Pugh and dated 1939 l.l.
Oil on canvas
20 x 24 in (50.8 x 61 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of William J. Daniel

Sale: 1524, Lot 48
Attributed to Alexander Young Jackson
(Canadian, 1882-1974)
Snowy Village Landscape
Oil on board with Blanchet/Paris maker's stamp on verso
Inscribed A.Y. Jackson on verso
12 x 16 in (30.5 x 40.6 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1524, Lot 49
Attributed to Alexander Young Jackson
(Canadian, 1882-1974)
Mountainous Winter Landscape
Oil on board with Blanchet/Paris maker's stamp on verso
Inscribed A.Y. Jackson on verso
12 x 16 in (30.5 x 40.6 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1524, Lot 50
John Taylor Arms
(American, 1887-1953)
The Herbert Dillon Building at Princeton University
Graphite on paper; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Signed John Taylor Arms ('09) and dated 1947 l.r. and titled and located The
Herbert Lowell Dillon Memorial Gymnasium/ Princeton University, Princeton, N.J.
l.l.
Sight size: 8-1/2 x 9-1/2 in (21.6 x 24.1 cm)
$800-1,200
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Sale: 1524, Lot 51
Frank Knox Morton Rehn
(American, 1848-1914)
Country Lane with Farmhouse in a Winter Landscape
Oil on canvas
Signed F. K. M. Rehn l.r.
30 x 25 in (76.2 x 63.5 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Provenance:
Acquired in New York, 1950s
By descent to current owner

Sale: 1524, Lot 52
Austin C. Wooster
(American, 1838-1913)
Still Life of Grapes, Pears and Apples
Oil on canvas
Inscribed posthumously By Austin C. Wooster/ 1915 on verso
9 x 14 in (22.9 x 35.6 cm)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1524, Lot 52A
Augustus Saint-Gaudens
(American, 1848-1907)
Robert Louis Stevenson Bronze Roundel Plaque
The bronze relief in light brown-olive patina, modeled in 1887; having raised
notations: COPYRIGHT•BY•AVGVSTVS•SAINT•GAVDENS near l.c.,
TO•ROBERT•LOVIS/STEVENSON near u.l., AVGVSTVS/SAINT-GAVDENS
near u.r., with associated poetry distributed throughout ground and model date in
Roman numerals below. Verso of frame supporting four distributed mounts and an
exposed center. In the original fumed oak frame.
Greatest diameter of bronze: 17-5/8 in (44.8 cm); Frame: 27 x 24-1/4 in (68.6 x 61.6
cm)
$10,000-15,000
Property from the Estate of Gregory Johnson
Condition:
Prominent 1-1/2" scratch with associated loss to patina across left arm with a few
other lesser scratches scattered throughout; a few scattered minor abrasions with
associated light contact staining; a few minor indentations along outer edges of
bronze.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 53
Frank Knox Morton Rehn
(American, 1848-1914)
Landscape with Blue Flowers Along a Riverbank
Oil on canvas
Signed F. K. M. Rehn l.r.
25 x 30 in (63.5 x 76.2 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Provenance:
Acquired in New York, 1950s
By descent to current owner

Sale: 1524, Lot 54
Walter Inglis Anderson
(American, 1903-1965)
Owl in Pine Woods
Watercolor on paper; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Unsigned
10 x 13-3/4 in (25.4 x 34.9 cm)
$8,000-12,000
Provenance:
Estate of the Artist
Shannon C. Foley, New Orleans, LA, March 6, 2006
Private Collection, Maryland
Note:
This work has been authenticated by John Anderson, son of the artist, who places
the work in the 'Oldfields' period from the 40s-50s.

Sale: 1524, Lot 55
Walter Stuempfig
(American, 1914-1970)
An Unexpected Encounter
Oil on canvas
Signed Stuempfig indistinctly l.r.
20 x 24 in (50.8 x 61 cm)
$1,000-1,500
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Sale: 1524, Lot 56
Charles Edward Chambers
(American, 1883-1941)
Sunday Dinner
Oil on canvas
Signed C E Chambers l.r.
24 x 36 in (61 x 91.4 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson

Sale: 1524, Lot 57
Phillip Little
(American, 1857-1942)
Lumber Pier, Rhode Island
Oil on canvas
Apparently unsigned
23 x 27 in (58.4 x 68.6 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring
Condition:
Under black light: with a few minor spots of what appears to be restoration; canvas
appears to have slight tear and pushing over lip of the frame l.r., painting does not
appear to have been professionally stretched; otherwise in good condition.

Sale: 1524, Lot 58
Francis Lee Jaques
(American, 1887-1969)
Herald Island
Oil on canvas laid on Masonite
Signed F. L. Jaques and dated 1964 l.r.; also with exhibition paper labels affixed to
stretcher
24 x 30 in (61 x 76.2 cm)
$4,000-6,000
Property from the Estate of Thomas E. Lovejoy
Exhibited:
'The Bird in Art', University of Arizona, Tucson, November 7, 1964- January 3,
1965, no. 117
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Sale: 1524, Lot 59
Francis Lee Jaques
(American, 1887-1969)
Untitled (Western Mountain Landscape with Locomotive at Logging Camp)
Oil on canvas
Signed F. L. Jaques and dated 1964 l.r.
30 x 24 in (76.2 x 61 cm)
$4,000-6,000
Property from the Estate of Thomas E. Lovejoy

Sale: 1524, Lot 60
Richard Burnside
(American, 1944-2020)
Anthropomorphic Sunflower
Oil on panel
Signed Richard Burnside l.r.
Unframed: 40-1/4 x 15-3/4 in (102.3 x 40 cm)
$800-1,200
Property of a Washington, DC Collector

Sale: 1524, Lot 61
Sarah Rakes
(American, b. 1955)
'Large Bird with Green Wings', 'Paper Dolls and Grapevines' and 'Pear Tree and
Wild Birds': Three Works
The first, oil on paperboard, signed Sarah Rakes and dated 1993 l.r. and titled,
signed and dated on verso; the second, oil on canvas, signed Sarah Rakes and dated
1994 l.r. and titled, signed and dated on verso; and the third, oil on paper, signed
Sarah Rakes and dated 2000 l.r. and titled and signed on verso, each in a handpainted frame.
Largest: 16 x 20 in (40.6 x 50.8 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property of a Washington, DC Collector
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Sale: 1524, Lot 62
Annie Tolliver
(American, 1950-2018)
'Birdhouse and Birds and Flying Red Flower' and 'My Neice [sic] and Nephew
Going Around Mulberry Bush': Two Works
Each paint on panel
The first, signed Annie T l.r. and titled and dated 11-30-93 on verso; the second,
signed Annie T in center of panel, titled and dated Annie T 7-29-94 on verso
Larger: 32 x 11 in (81.3 x 28 cm)
$700-900
Property of a Washington, DC Collector

Sale: 1524, Lot 63
Mose Ernest Tolliver
(American, Circa 1919-2006)
Dinosaurs
Paint on panel
Signed MOSET l.r.
21-1/2 x 32-1/2 in (54.6 x 82.6 cm)
$800-1,200
Property of a Washington, DC Collector

Sale: 1524, Lot 64
Mose Ernest Tolliver
(American, Circa 1919-2006)
'Moose Lady', 'Watermelon' and 'Swence I Wols': Three Works
Each paint on panel
The first, signed MOSET u.r. and titled on verso, the second and third, signed
MOSET l.l. and the third, titled on verso
Largest: 20 x 16 in (50.8 x 40.6 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property of a Washington, DC Collector

Sale: 1524, Lot 65
Jimmie Lee Sudduth
(American, 1910-2007)
Self-Portrait with Guitar
Paint and mud on panel
Signed Jim Sudduth u.r.
48 x 24 in (121.9 x 61 cm)
$800-1,200
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Property of a Washington, DC Collector

Sale: 1524, Lot 66
Various Outsider Artists, 20th Century
Four Works
Two by Canute Caliste (Grenadian 1914-2005), the first, oil on board, inscribed
Keep Off/ Mr. Canute Caliste Here/ I am Now From Heal [sic]/ I am Busy along
lower edge and dated 1997 l.r.; the second, oil on panel, signed Mr. Canute Caliste
and titled The Ruvutulinan in Grenada and dated 1997 along lower edge; the third,
by Bernice Sims (American 1926-2014), Harvesting Cabbages, signed B. Sims l.c.,
oil on canvas; the fourth, by Cornbread (Darryl McCray) (American b. 1959),
Guinea Hens, signed Cornbread l.c., oil on panel. Unframed.
Size of largest (fifth): 24 x 24 in (61 x 61 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property of a Washington, DC Collector

Sale: 1524, Lot 67
Joseph Samuel Delaney
(American, 1904-1991)
The Bronx Zoo
Oil on artist board
Signed Joseph DeLaney l.l. and signed and titled on verso
16 x 12 in (40.6 x 30.5 cm)
$5,000-7,000
Note:
Born the ninth of ten children to a Methodist minister in Tennessee, and brother to
the noted modernist, Beauford Delaney (see lot 71), Joseph Delaney had a lifelong
love affair with his adopted city of New York.
This painting captures the essence of Delaney's style, described as "...urban scenes
that celebrate the landmarks and liveliness of the city...with an emphasis on human
connection..." (The Johnson Collection).
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Sale: 1524, Lot 68
Charles White
(American, 1918-1979)
Study for 'Frederick Douglass Lives Again' (The Ghost of Frederick Douglass)
Graphite on paper; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Signed Charles White and dated '49 l.r.
10 x 8 in (25.4 x 20.3 cm)
$15,000-25,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, North Hollywood, CA
Private Collection, Washington, DC
Note:
This work is a study for a larger drawing held by the Sheldon Museum, University
of Nebraska, Lincoln, as well as a second similar drawing held by the New Jersey
State Museum, Trenton, NJ. White was politically active throughout his career and
the figure in this work likely represents one of a group of attorneys fighting on
behalf of those persecuted during the Jim Crow era.

Sale: 1524, Lot 69
Zoe Hersey
(American, b. 1958)
Illuminacíon
Acrylic and resin on linen
Signed Zoe Hersey, titled Illuminacíon, dated 2003 and stamped Zoe Hersey
Studios/ Atlanta, GA on verso
48 x 78 in (121.9 x 198.1 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Provenance:
Fay Gold Gallery, Atlanta, GA

Sale: 1524, Lot 70
Gene Davis
(American, 1920-1985)
Untitled
Oil on Masonite
Apparently unsigned; inscribed GD on frame
40 x 28 in (101.6 x 71.1 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner, 1960s
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Sale: 1524, Lot 71
Beauford Delaney
(American, 1901-1979)
Untitled (Abstract) and Portrait of a Young Man: A Double-Sided Work
Ink and wash with white heightening on paper; apparently in good condition.
Framed.*
Signed Beauford Delaney and dated 1961 l.r. on recto; signed Beauford Delaney l.r.
on verso
Sight size: 13-1/2 x 9-1/2 in (34.3 x 24.1 cm)
$8,000-12,000
Note:
Born the son of a Methodist minister in Tennessee, Delaney moved to New York
City in 1929, followed shortly thereafter by his brother, the artist Joseph Delaney
(see lot 67). He settled in Paris in the early 1950s and fully embraced the abstract
expressionism he studied while at the Art Students League, New York, alongside
artists such as Jackson Pollock. Though praised for his draftsmanship, his work has
been described as going "beyond the rendering of likeness to search for feelings,
states of mind and being" (The Johnson Collection), as illustrated by the haunting
portrait on the verso of this work.

Sale: 1524, Lot 72
Gene Davis
(American, 1920-1985)
Untitled
Oil on canvas
Signed Davis l.r.
28-1/2 x 38 in (72.4 x 96.5 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner, 1960s

Sale: 1524, Lot 73
Paul Jenkins
(American, 1923-2012)
Phenomena Over Compass
Acrylic on canvas
Signed Paul Jenkins l.l.; also signed, titled, located Paris and dated 1962 on
stretcher
21 x 25 in (53.3 x 63.5 cm)
$10,000-20,000
Provenance:
Galerie Karl Flinker, Paris
Private Collection, Washington, DC
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Sale: 1524, Lot 74
Alma Woodsey Thomas
(American, 1891-1978)
Sparkling Dew on Spring Flowers
Acrylic on canvas
Signed A W Thomas and dated '68 l.r. and signed Alma W. Thomas, titled,
inscribed 1530 15th Street NW and numbered 3B on verso; also with paper label
remnant on stretcher with partial title and medium visible
24 x 36 in (61 x 91.4 cm)
$300,000-500,000
Provenance:
Private Collection of Eileen Shanahan, Washington, DC, acquired directly from the
artist in the late 1960s
By descent to present owner in 2001
Note:
Eileen Shanahan, a second-generation Washingtonian, graduated from the old
Central High School (now Cardozo) and George Washington University, where she
studied political science and became the first female Editor-in-Chief of the school's
newspaper, The Hatchet.
One of the few women journalists of her generation to write about economics, she
was a reporter for the Journal of Commerce and then for the New York Times in
their Washington Bureau. She later became press secretary for Joseph Califano
when he was Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare (later called Health and
Human Services) during the Carter Administration and was the founding editor of
Congressional Quarterly's magazine, Governing.
She frequently appeared on television programs like Meet the Press, Face the
Nation and Washington Week in Review, and was a panelist in a presidential
debate in 1976.
Condition:
Condition report available upon request.

Sale: 1524, Lot 75
James Lesesne Wells
(American, 1902-1993)
Cover Art for the First Edition of 'Frederic [sic] Douglass' by Benjamin Quarles and
Illustration of Figures Marching Before American Flags: Two Works
Each ink on paper; each overall with handling creases and toning. Each unframed.
The first, circa 1948, signed J.L. Wells l.r. and with editing marks and annotations
along edges in graphite; the second, circa late 40s, initialed J.L.W l.l.
Sheet size of first: 18-3/4 x 12-1/2 in (47.6 x 31.8 cm); Sheet size of second: 18-1/2
x 22 in (47 x 55.9 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Note:
In the 39 years James Lesesne Wells spent teaching at Howard University, he is
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credited with shaping the careers of some of Washington, DC's most iconic and
influential artists including Elizabeth Catlett, David Driskell and Alma Thomas,
whom he was particularly close to.
After graduating from Columbia University in 1925, Wells worked as an illustrator,
often focusing on African-American history and social issues: "...becoming aware
of the social and economic conditions of the time and the awakening of the 'New
Negro', I felt that the graphic arts would lend itself readily to the projection of ideas
about these issues." During this period, Wells became friends with Carter G.
Woodson, the noted historian who founded The Associated Publishers in 1920 (see
lot 76). In an interview with the Smithsonian Archives in 1989, Wells credited
Woodson with disseminating his work into the public sphere.

Sale: 1524, Lot 76
James Amos Porter
(American, 1905-1970)
Cover Art for 'The Pastor's Voice' by Walter H. Brooks and 'The Negro in
Tennessee' by A.A. Taylor: Two Works
The first, ink and gouache on paper; the second, ink on paper; each with copy edit
notes in margins and verso and with various handling creases and smudges. Each
unframed.
The first, unsigned; the second, inscribed James Porter, Howard University/ for
Associated Publishers and C.G. Woodson, presumably the publisher's final
approval, in graphite on verso
Sheet size of first: 11 x 20 in (27.9 x 50.8 cm); Sheet size of second: 14-3/4 x 211/4 in (37.5 x 54 cm)
$800-1,200
Note:
James Porter, artist, art historian and teacher, was head of the Department of Art at
Howard University from 1953-1970 and is credited with establishing the field of
African-American Art History with his ground-breaking book, Modern Negro Art.
First published in 1943, it is still in print today.
These illustrations were executed for books published by The Associated
Publishers, a publishing house founded in Washington, DC in 1920 by Carter G.
Woodson, created as a vehicle to help writers of African-American history deliver
their work to the public.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 77
Sam Gilliam
(American, 1933-2022)
Untitled
Watercolor, dye and aluminum dust on handmade paper mounted on maroon felt
Signed Sam Gilliam and dated 71 l.r.
17 x 21 in (43.2 x 53.3 cm)
$15,000-25,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist
By descent to current owner

Sale: 1524, Lot 78
Joseph M. Glasco
(American, 1925-1966)
Black and White
Oil on canvas. Unstretched.
Inscribed JG and 79 l.r. corner on verso
65 x 46 in (165.1 x 116.8 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Provenance:
Acquired from the artist by Robert Wilson, Jr., Member, Board of Directors,
Galveston Art Center, Galveston, TX
Janice Broussard
Betty Ludington
By descent to current owner

Sale: 1524, Lot 79
Hilario Gutierrez
(American, b. 1950)
Under the Morning Light
Oil on canvas mounted on Masonite.
Signed Hilario Gutierrez on tacking edge; also signed and titled on Masonite on
verso
Unframed: 36 x 60-1/2 in (91.4 x 153.7 cm)
$1,000-2,000
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Sale: 1524, Lot 80
Natalie Frank
(American, b. 1980)
Study for 'Satan's Ball IV'
Pastel and gouache on paper, 2008; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Apparently unsigned
Sheet size: 24-3/4 x 22-1/2 in (62.9 x 57.2 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Provenance:
Mitchell-Innes & Nash, New York

Sale: 1524, Lot 81
John James Audubon
(American, 1785-1851)
Meadow Lark, Pl. 136: From Birds of America
Aquatint engraving with hand-coloring, 1827-1838, with J. Whatman watermark
from 1836, printed and colored by R. Havell, London; apparently in good
condition. Framed.*
Sight size: 927 x 648 mm (36-1/2 x 25-1/2 in)
$10,000-15,000
Condition:
Sheet size: 37-15/16 x 25-1/16 in (sheet trimmed slightly); mild mat toning; linen
tape hinged at top; minor handling creasing and smudges; scattered tiny stray
marks (see photos); with <I>J Whatman 1836 watermark<P>

Sale: 1524, Lot 82
William H. Bailey
(American, 1930-2020)
Piazza Rotonda
Color aquatint with hard-ground etching on wove paper, 1994, signed Bailey, dated
in graphite l.r., numbered 26/50 in graphite l.l., printed by Daria Sywulak and
published by Crown Point Press, San Francisco, with their blind stamp l.l.;
apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Sheet size: 724 x 826 mm (28-1/2 x 32-1/2 in)
$1,000-1,500
Provenance:
Crown Point Press, San Francisco, CA, purchased April 6, 1995
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Sale: 1524, Lot 83
Charles William Bartlett
(British, 1860-1940)
The Golden Temple, Amritsar
Woodblock in color, circa 1916, signed Charles W Bartlett l.l., published by
Watanabe Shozaburo, Japan; apparently in good condition. Unframed.
267 x 403 mm (10-1/2 x 15-7/8 in)
$1,000-2,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 84
Paul Cadmus
(American, 1904-1999)
Teddo
Lithograph, 1985, signed Paul Cadmus in graphite l.r., numbered 128/200 and titled
Teddo in graphite l.l.; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Sight size: 210 x 241 mm (8-1/4 x 9-1/2 in)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Mahlon Bibb Dewey

Sale: 1524, Lot 85
Gene Davis
(American, 1920-1985)
King Kong from 'Series I'
Screenprint in color on canvas laminated to board, as originally issued, signed Gene
Davis and numbered 32/150 in black ink on verso; published by Petersburg Press,
New York and London, with publisher's stamp on verso; apparently in good
condition. Unframed.
Sheet size: 610 x 762 mm (24 x 30 in)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1524, Lot 85A
Elizabeth Catlett
(American 1915-2012)
On the Subway
Offset lithograph on cream wove paper, 1986, signed E Catlett, dated, titled and
numbered 153/300 in graphite l.r.; apparently in good condition. Unframed.
Sheet size: 584 x 445 mm (23 x 17-1/2 in)
$1,000-1,500
Note:
This work was donated by the artist to the civil rights journal Freedomways, under
managing editor Esther Cooper Jackson.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 85B
Elizabeth Catlett
(American 1915-2012)
On the Subway
Offset lithograph on cream wove paper, 1986, signed E Catlett, dated, titled and
numbered 154/300 in graphite l.r.; apparently in good condition. Unframed.
Sheet size: 584 x 445 mm (23 x 17-1/2 in)
$1,000-1,500
Note:
This work was donated by the artist to the civil rights journal Freedomways, under
managing editor Esther Cooper Jackson.

Sale: 1524, Lot 86
Sir Terry Frost R.A.
(British, 1915-2003)
Vertical Rhythms
Silkscreen on paper, 2001, signed Terry Frost in graphite l.r. and numbered 67/75 in
graphite l.l.; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Sheet size: 909 x 993 mm (35-3/4 x 39-1/4 in)
$1,500-2,500

Sale: 1524, Lot 87
Jonathan Green
(American, b. 1955)
Geech
Lithograph in color on Arches paper, 2009, signed Jonathan Green in graphite l.r.
and numbered 1/100 in graphite l.l.; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Sight size: 610 x 802 mm (24 x 31-1/2 in)
$3,000-5,000
Property of a Washington, DC Collector

Sale: 1524, Lot 88
Leopoldo Méndez
(Mexican, 1903-1969)
El Carrusel, La Siembra, La Carreta, El Castigo, Dos Galleros, Guardias Blancas, I
Buy Your Corn, Figure in Doorway, Figure Led Away by Soldiers and The
Harvest: Ten Works from 'La Emboscada'
Each a linoleum cut, 1949, nine signed Mendez and dated 49 and the tenth signed
Mendez; each with varying degrees of handling creasing and some toning.
Each unframed: (445 x 584 mm) 17-1/2 x 23 in
$3,000-5,000
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Property of a Northern Virginia Collector

Sale: 1524, Lot 89
Fairfield Porter
(American, 1907-1975)
The Table (Ludman 20)
Lithograph in color, 1971, signed Fairfield Porter in graphite l.r. and numbered
51/90 in graphite l.l., printed by Bank Street Atelier, Ltd., New York, with the
blind stamp l.r. and co-published by Brooke Alexander, Inc., and Knoedler and
Company, Inc., New York; apparently in good condition. Framed.*
Sight size: 750 x 546 mm (29-1/2 x 21-1/2 in)
$800-1,200

Sale: 1524, Lot 90
Tavík František Šimon
(Czech, 1877-1942)
New York at Night
Etching and aquatint in color, 1927, signed T. F. Simon in graphite l.r, and inscribed
épr. d'artiste in pencil and with artist's green stamp l.l.; overall with some toning.
Framed.*
Plate size: 432 x 330 mm (17 x 13 in)
$1,000-1,500

Sale: 1524, Lot 91
Handel Green Mosserine and Bronze Table Lamp
First Quarter 20th Century
Interior of shade painted HANDEL 6265.D near lower edge; top of shade fitting
marked "HANDEL" PAT'D. NO./979664; side of foot, along back marked
HANDEL.
Height overall: 23-1/2 in (59.6 cm); Greatest diameter of shade: 18 in (45.7 cm)
$2,000-4,000
Property from the Estate of Gregory Johnson
Condition:
Instances of minor abrasive wear with deteriorated losses, particularly along lower
edges and near fitting mount of shade; varying instances of oxidative verdigris to
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bronze of lamp; accumulated dirt and residue near recesses; various minor inherent
surface imperfections, blemishes.

Sale: 1524, Lot 92
Burgun, Schverer and Co. Etched, Enameled and Gilt Glass Urn
French, Circa 1900
Honey-colored with streaks of suspended green; underside of body with repeating
raised floral decoration and the base between the flared foot and body having black
streaked paisley decoration on a white ground; having dark enameled vestigial
handles on each end of the body at the outermost point. Underside with enamel
painted Cross of Lorraine and Thistle mark: B/S/&Co VERRERIE D'ART DE
LORRAINE/ déposé.
Height: 4-3/8 in (11.1 cm)
$2,000-4,000
Condition:
Minor inherent partial hairline inclusion to underside of foot, across center of mark,
with other scattered lesser inclusions; a few minor abrasions along rim; minor
handling wear with reduction to gilding and enamel; minor accumulated dirt to
recesses.

Sale: 1524, Lot 93
Emile Gallé Gilt and Enamel-Painted Colorless Glass Scalloped Bowl
French, Circa 1900
Allover wildflower decoration with one side featuring a wetlands landscape.
Underside signed Emile Gallé in enamel.
Height: 3-7/8 in (9.8 cm)
$700-900
Property from the Estate of William J. Daniel
Condition:
Minor scoring to underside; instances of light deteriorated wear to enamel and
gilding; various minor inherent surface imperfections.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 94
Steuben Heart, Leaf and Vine Decorated Green Aurene Vase
Shape 270, Circa 1910
Underside with vestigial label residue and engraved aurene/270 around pontil mark.
Height: 10 in (25.4 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of William J. Daniel
Condition:
A few isolated foreign marks with minor reduction in pigmentation to ground;
minor abrasive wear with deterioration to underside; accumulated dust to interior.

Sale: 1524, Lot 95
Gallé 'Nénuphars' Cameo Glass Canoe Shape Centerpiece
French, Circa 1900
Allover acid-etched decoration. Signed in cameo Gallé.
Height: 5 in (12.7 cm); Length: 15-3/4 in (40 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from the Estate of William J. Daniel
Condition:
Very few minor fleabites, abrasions, particularly along edges of lip with other
scattered abrasions with associated foreign material staining, deterioration,
particularly to ground; abrasive contact wear to underside; various minor inherent
surface imperfections, inclusions.

Sale: 1524, Lot 96
Gallé Mold-Blown 'Sorbier' Cameo Glass Vase
French, Circa 1925
Allover overlaid and acid-etched decoration. Signed in cameo Gallé.
Height: 11 in (27.9 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of William J. Daniel
Condition:
Lip to opening appears to be ground away; a few scattered minor surface abrasions,
foreign marks, particularly to ground; minor abrasive wear to underside; a few
minor inherent surface imperfections, inclusions.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 97
Two Similar L.C. Tiffany Gold Favrile Glass Candlesticks and Etched-Lip Center
Bowl
Circa 1900
Underside of each candlestick inscribed L.C.T. Favrile / 1826 around pontil mark;
the shorter having an aged circular trademark label. Underside of bowl inscribed
L.C. Tiffany - Favrile around and 54 on the pontil mark.
Height of taller candlestick: 11-1/2 in (29.2 cm); Greatest diameter of bowl: 10 in
(25.4 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Property from the Estate of William J. Daniel
Condition:
A few scattered minor surface scratches, abrasions with reduction in iridescence;
bowl and shorter candlestick with rough pontil marks, the latter with abrasive wear
in proximity; a few inherent surface imperfections, inclusions.

Sale: 1524, Lot 98
Steuben Acid Etched Green Jade Glass Vase
Form 6078, Circa 1930
Ground near bottom having raised fleur-de-lis decoration with superimposed banner
and STEUBEN.
Height: 7 in (17.7 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of William J. Daniel
Condition:
A few minor scattered abrasions with associated surface deterioration, foreign
material staining; minor abrasive wear to underside; a few inherent surface
imperfections.

Sale: 1524, Lot 99
Bernard Leach (British 1887-1979) Matte Copper Glazed Stoneware Vase
Mid-20th Century
Apparently unmarked.
Height: 8-1/4 in (20.9 cm)
$800-1,200
Condition:
Minor aged deteriorated loss along one underside exterior corner with a minor
chipped loss to surface glaze near lower edge; a few scattered minor abrasions with
light contact staining; various minor inherent surface imperfections.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 100
L.C. Tiffany Favrile Bronze Pottery Vase
First Quarter 20th Century
Underside inscribed L.C. Tiffany - Favrile Bronze Pottery/B.P.118 with maker's
mark near center.
Height: 12 in (30.4 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from the Estate of Gregory Johnson
Condition:
Minor flaked loss to interior glazing with two instances of vertical stress cracking; a
few scattered instances of minor abrasion with associated deterioration to patina; a
few minor likely inherent partial stress cracks to exterior near lip.

Sale: 1524, Lot 101
Amphora Pottery Jeweled Semiramis Moth Vase
Reissner, Stellmacher & Kessel, 1892-1905
Underside with worn red maker's stamp and impressed Amphöra, A.STR_A, and
3261.
Height: 9-1/8 in (23.1 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from the Estate of Gregory Johnson
Condition:
An area of minor likely inherent partial radial stress cracking to ground ~1-3/4"
from lower edge with other lesser cracking in the area; general light crazing to
ground throughout; minor abrasive wear with associated deterioration to gilding
and enamel; minor abrasive wear to underside; a few scattered instances of residue
accretion.

Sale: 1524, Lot 102
Tiffany Studios Assembled Seven-Piece Patinated and Dore Bronze Desk Set
New York, Models: 1655, 1715, 1804, 1800, 1798 and 1795
Consisting of: a 'Zodiac' humidor, vide poche, calendar frame, letter opener, pen
tray and a pair of blotter ends. Each piece impressed with Tiffany Studios/New
York and the respective model number.
Widest diameter of bowl: 5-7/8 in (14.9 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Gregory Johnson
Condition:
A few minor indentations scattered along outer edges and protrusions; minor
abrasive wear and surface with associated deterioration to patina, gilding.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 103
Group of John Fitzgerald Kennedy Ephemera Addressed to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Goldberg
Dated 1961 and 1963
Consisting of: a Life Magazine 'Inaugural Spectacle' Souvenir Edition with signed
dedication in pen with type printed reception invitation, envelope, RSVP card and
special instructions.
Magazine: 11-1/8 x 8-1/4 in (28.2 x 20.9 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Condition:
Deterioration to spine of Life Magazine; Life Magazine with surface wear with
losses to pigmentation, minor wrinkling and creases; minor toning and soiling to
all.

Sale: 1524, Lot 104
Two Tiffany Studios Patinated Bronze Table Lamp Bases
New York, Models: 606 and 618
Undersides of each impressed with Tiffany Studios/New York and the respective
model number.
Height overall of taller: 16-5/8 in (42.2 cm); Height overall of shorter: 9 in (22.8 cm
)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Gregory Johnson
Condition:
A few minor indentations scattered along outer edges and protrusions; minor
abrasive wear with associated deterioration to patina; deterioration to cords.

Sale: 1524, Lot 105
George Nakashima (American 1905-1990) Free-Edge Elmwood 'Frenchman's Cove'
Dining Table
Circa 1970s
Apparently unsigned. Together with a copy of the original order card.
Greatest height: 29 in (73.6 cm); Greatest width: 47 in (119.3 cm); Greatest length:
69-3/4 in (177.1 cm)
$10,000-15,000
Property from the Estate of Holly Beth Chester
Mrs. Sidney Moore, Washington, DC, 1979
George Nakashima Woodworkers, New Hope, PA
Condition:
An area of aged deteriorated losses to tabletop near upper edge along one long end;
a few scattered minor indentations, abrasions with associated surface
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deterioration to base, particularly outer edges; scattered instances of staining,
discoloration, particularly to base; minor surface scratching to table top; minor
abrasions to underside of table.

Sale: 1524, Lot 106
Stickley Inlaid Oak Harvey Ellis Loose Cushion Loveseat
Model 89-212-LC, Circa 2005
Underside with applied distributor's label and barcode, manufacturing tag and
upholstery sample, circular Stickley medallion, and branded with manufacturing
date.
Height: 30 in (76.2 cm); Width: 60-1/4 (153 cm); Depth: 32-1/8 in (81.6 cm)
$600-800
Property from the Estate of Anne and Paul Williams
Condition:
Minor uneven wear throughout.

Sale: 1524, Lot 107
Two Alvar Aalto Bentwood Tank Chairs
Probably for Artek, Model 400, 1930s and Later
Height of taller: 31 in (78.7 cm); Width: 23-3/4 in (60.3 cm); Depth: 27 in (68.5 cm)
;
Height of shorter: 26-1/4 in (66.6 cm); Width: 29-3/4 in (75.5 cm); Depth: 35 in
(88.9 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from the Estate of Dr. Marvin Oleshansky
Condition:
Loose dowel connections to seats; varying instances of abrasive wear, surface
scratching, and minor chipped losses along edges; staining deterioration to
upholstery.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 108
Stickley Inlaid Oak Harvey Ellis Loose Cushion Settle
Model 89-214-LC, Circa 2005
Underside with applied distributor's label and barcode, manufacturing tag and
upholstery sample, circular Stickley medallion, and branded with manufacturing
date.
Height: 30 in (76.2 cm); Width: 76-3/4 in (194.9 cm); Depth: 32-1/8 in (81.6 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Anne and Paul Williams
Condition:
Minor uneven wear throughout.

Sale: 1524, Lot 109
Jiang Tie-Feng
American, Born 1938
Mountain Ghost, 1989
Parcel Gilt and Patinated Bronze
Figural group of nude woman on two panthers; incised on verso fingerhut [group
publishers, inc.], ©89, 118/225, with a foundry mark and Asian characters.
Height: 16 in (40.6 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Condition:
Scattered instances of abrasive wear and surface scratching with associated surface
deterioration; a few minor scattered indentations to outer edges and protrusions;
accumulated dirt, debris, and residue; handling wear with reduction to patina,
gilding.

Sale: 1524, Lot 110
Chinese Bronze Censer with Bronze Stand
Each Cast with Xuande Mark, Ming Dynasty (1368-1644)
Height with stand: 5-7/8 in (14.9 cm); Length with handles: 10-1/2 in (26.7 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Ann Dyer Robertson
Condition:
Minor surface scratches and normal wear to patina.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 111
Set of Eight Chinese 'Famille Rose' and Sgraffito Blue Glazed Ground Shallow
Dishes
Each with Pseudo Red Stamped Seal Mark, Last Quarter 19th Century
Diameter: 9-1/4 in (23.5 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Holly Beth Chester
Condition:
Each with various minor surface and glaze imperfections; some with glaze wear
from stacking.

Sale: 1524, Lot 112
Two Chinese Ching-Pai Glazed Vases, a Turquoise Glazed Vase and a Pair of
'Phoenix' Roof Tiles
Liao-Ming Dynasty, 12th-15th Century
Turquoise glazed vase with ink notations to underside, all other pieces apparently
unmarked; rooster-formed roof tiles with screw mount to wooden base.
Height of taller pottery vase: 9-7/8 in (25 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Condition:
Scattered instances of minor chips and glaze flecks, prominent to outer edges and
protruding points, especially along rim of lip of opening of vases.

Sale: 1524, Lot 113
Set of Twelve Album Paintings of Assorted Court Scenes
Chinese School, Circa 1900
Body Color on Pic Paper
Sight size: 12 x 7-1/2 in (30.4 x 19 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Condition:
Each unexamined outside of frame with light toning and possible foxing,
particularly to the outer margins.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 114
China Trade Painting of a British Merchant Steamship at Sea, Possibly the 'Viceroy'
Woo Cheong, Hong Kong, Last Quarter 19th Century
Signed W. Huggins near l.l.; verso with applied trade label for Woo Cheong.../Ship
Portrait Painter.../HongKong....
Stretcher: 18 x 23-1/2 in (45.7 x 59.6 cm); Framed: 24-1/4 x 29-3/4 in (61.6 x 75.5
cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Gregory Johnson
Condition:
Apparently good condition, unexamined outside of frame, apart from: extensive
craquelure throughout with prominent ripple near u.r.; stretcher mark outline;
contact wear, halo along outer edges with frame; accumulated dirt and residue,
particularly to recesses of frame and craquelure.

Sale: 1524, Lot 115
Kerman Rug
First Half 20th Century
10 ft 10 in x 6 ft 8 in (330 x 203 cm)
$800-1,200
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Altered in size; uneven wear with associated reduction in piling; minor
deterioration and fraying to bordering weft.

Sale: 1524, Lot 116
Bidjar Rug
Mid-20th Century
6 ft 6 in x 4 ft 5 in (198 x 135 cm)
$600-800
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Uneven wear throughout; minor deterioration to bordering edges and weft.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 117
Serebend Rug
Second Quarter 20th Century
6 ft 6 in x 4 ft 3 in (198 x 130 cm)
$500-700
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Uneven wear throughout; minor deterioration to bordering edges and weft.

Sale: 1524, Lot 118
Yomud Turkoman Rug
Second Quarter 20th Century
4 ft 11 in x 3 ft 8 in (150 x 112 cm)
$500-700
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Minor uneven wear with associated reduction in piling; minor deterioration to
bordering weft.

Sale: 1524, Lot 119
Caucasian Prayer Rug
Mid-20th Century
5 ft 2 in x 4 ft 1 in (158 x 125 cm)
$600-800
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Uneven wear throughout; minor deterioration to bordering edges and weft.

Sale: 1524, Lot 120
Tabriz Garden Rug
Mid-20th Century
11 ft 2 in x 7 ft 3 in (340 x 221 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Condition:
Minor uneven wear; minor deterioration to bordering weft.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 121
Pair of Bronze Stretching Cat Bookends and a Frog on a Lily Pad Maquette
Last Half 20th Century
The first pair, one inscribed on base Roman Bronze Works, NY after a model by
Mahonri MacKintosh Young (American 1877-1957); the second, inscribed 8/50 /
C. Lindsey near back to top of base, mounted on a walnut base.
Height overall of taller bookend: 6-1/4 in (15.8 cm)
$700-1,000
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Each with minor wear to patina.

Sale: 1524, Lot 122
Four Continental Bronze 'Grand Tour'-Type Maquettes with a Lapis and Coral
Beaded Mounted Silver Bust of a Bishop
Various Makers, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
All apparently unmarked.
Height overall of tallest: 6-3/4 in (17.1 cm)
$800-1,200
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Various glue repairs near mounts of bust; varying wear with deterioration to gilding
and patina and a few scattered minor nicks.

Sale: 1524, Lot 123
Continental Bronze Female Nude after G. Bohme and 'Homecoming' after Oskar
Gladenbeck: Two Sculptures
Early 20th Century
Top of terrain base near back of former incised G. Bohme; side of base near back of
latter stamped Oskar Gladenbeck G.m.b.H. with Heimkehr in relief on top of base
near front.
Height overall of taller: 11-1/4 in (28.5 cm)
$700-1,000
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Varying wear to patina; minor chipped losses to edges of stone plinth.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 124
Continental Bronze Figure of a Gladiator
After a model by F. Peschlow, 20th Century
The full-length partially nude male bronze with dark brown-black patina inspecting
a Spartan helmet in his right hand, with a Pugio at rest in his left hand, standing
over a fallen Roman Aquilae standard, on a mottled green marble plinth. Top of
base incised F. Peschlow near back.
Height overall: 20-3/4 in (52.7 cm)
$500-700
Condition:
A few minor indentations along outer edges, particularly to base; a few scattered
abrasions to patina.

Sale: 1524, Lot 125
Continental 'Grand Tour'-Type Bronze Sculpture of Mercury and a Bust of Julius
Caesar
Probably Italian, Late 19th-20th Century
Each apparently unmarked. The first, full-length sculpture in brown patina copperalloy set on a black marble plinth; the second, with an olive patina on a mottled red,
black and white marble pedestal.
Height overall of Mercury: 15-3/4 in (40 cm)
$500-700
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Planar break, loss to top of pedestal of latter with other lesser chips along outer
edges of both; scattered wear to patina.

Sale: 1524, Lot 126
Continental Bronze Figure of a 'Farrier'
After a model by Hans Keck (1875-1941)
Top of base incised with H. Heck fec. Figure and anvil with bolted mounts to base.
Height: 23-1/4 in (59 cm)
$800-1,200
Condition:
A few minor indentations along outer edges, particularly to base; a few scattered
abrasions with associated surface wear to patina, particularly to protruding point.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 127
Three Continental Bronze Sculptures
Probably German, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The tallest in a gilt patina mounted to a granite pedestal and apparently unmarked;
the next tallest in brown and olive patina holding a patinated copper oar and
mounted to a granite block and marked H[ans]. Keck along side of base near back;
the shortest in gilt bronze patina mounted to a beveled black granite block with an
applied dedication plate.
Height overall of tallest: 14-3/8 in (36.5 cm); Height overall of shortest: 11-5/8 in
(29.5 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Break to sword of tallest figure from top of base; second tallest figure with
inappropriate component; shortest with instances of oxidative verdigris and losses
to patina near solders; various instances of minor and fleabite chipping to mounts;
varying instances of handling wear with losses to patina

Sale: 1524, Lot 128
Four Continental 'Grand Tour'-Type Bronze and Patinated Metal Models of
Monuments
19th-20th Century
The taller, Trajan's column with mounted Réaumur thermometer and Arc de
Triomphe with hinged-lid form roof.
Height overall of tallest: 15-5/8 in (39.7 cm); Height of shortest: 6-3/8 in (16.2 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Columns with minor chips to edges of slate plinths; scattered verdigris, particularly
to recesses; varying instances of wear.

Sale: 1524, Lot 129
Seven European Desk or Table Thermometers
Probably French and British, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
Silverplate engraved G. Cochrane/EDIN.R.; taller pietra dura engraved A.
Tomlinson/Ashford; underside of walnut with paper label marked Lennox.
Height overall of tallest: 10-1/4 in (26 cm); Height overall of shortest: 5-1/2 in (13.9
cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
A few minor instances of chipped losses to lower edges of stone plinths;
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scattered instances of wear; minor verdigris to recesses and various surface wear.

Sale: 1524, Lot 130
Five Victorian Pietra Dura and Slate Obelisks
Probably Derbyshire, Third Quarter 19th Century
Each inlaid with decorative stone tesserae along the die and shaft; the shaft and die
being anchored to a step-formed plinth with a screw or bolt visible on the
underside. The two taller having an inset thermometer, by J. Turner Buxton and the
other apparently unmarked.
Height of tallest: 15-1/8 in (38.4 cm); Height of shortest: 10-1/8 in (25.7 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
The two taller with minor discoloration; minor chips along outer edges, particularly
to steps of plinth; a few minor abrasions.

Sale: 1524, Lot 131
Regency Partial Ebonized and Green Enameled Giltwood Two-Light Convex
Girandole Mirror
Early 19th Century
Overall: 39 x 24 in (99 x 61 cm)
$800-1,200
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Restoration to gilding, ebonization and to green enamel; candlestick nozzles and
bobèches replaced; flaked deterioration to silvering.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 132
Federal Satinwood Inlaid Mahogany Sideboard
Philadelphia, Circa 1800
Height: 40-1/4 in (102.2 cm); Width: 73 in (185.4 cm); Depth: 28-1/4 in (71.7 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Charlotte T. Child
Condition:
Brasses are replaced; some losses and repairs to inlay; top with repaired crack

Sale: 1524, Lot 133
Wallace Nutting Pilgrim Century Style Partially Ebonized Oak Blanket Chest of
Drawers
First Half 20th Century
The wrought-iron hinged top opening to view a well, over two long drawers, each
having two knobs; altogether elevated by four continuous posts in each corner. Left
interior side of both drawers with branded Wallace / Nutting mark.
Height: 46 in (116.8 cm); Width: 48-1/4 in (122.5 cm); Depth: 21-1/8 in (53.6 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring
Condition:
A few scattered instances of minor wear and deterioration to outer protruding edges
and corners; staining to top; a few scattered instances of minor mildew

Sale: 1524, Lot 134
Chippendale Walnut Tall Case Clock
Jacob Hostetter, Hanover, Pennsylvania, Circa 1760-1790
Having a white painted sheet-iron dial with floral spray spandrels and lunette, the
black Roman and Arabic numeral dial inscribed JAO. Hostt[?] beneath a crescent
date aperture; the two-train movement striking a bell on the hour.
Height: 82-3/4 in (210.2 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Condition:
Base molding possibly replaced; bonnet door glass cracked; weight chains replaced.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 135
Queen Anne Walnut Lowboy
Rhode Island, Circa 1740-1760
Brasses appear to be original.
Height: 29-1/2 in (74.9 cm); Width: 34 in (86.3 cm); Depth: 21-1/4 in (53.9 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Note: interior drawer construction is chestnut.
Property from the Estate of Jean B. Loring
Condition:
Lacking drop finial.

Sale: 1524, Lot 136
George III Style Walnut Crossbanded Oak Musical Tall Case Clock
Early 19th Century
Having a brass dial with applied rocaille spandrels centering a pewtered black
Roman and Arabic numeral dial with subsidiary date and minute dials beneath a
sun and moon phase lunette with pewtered arch inscribed JOHN DUMVILE
ALDERLY; the two-train movement striking eight graduated bells on the quarter
hour. The tympanum of hood having gilt scrolling leafage and blue églomisé
panels.
Height: 92-1/2 in (235.6 cm)
$800-1,200
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Some restorations to veneer and applied molding; wear to églomisé panels; brass
finials replaced.

Sale: 1524, Lot 137
Regency Mahogany Butler's Bureau-Bookcase
First Quarter 19th Century
In two parts: the upper section having oval mullion-glazed panel doors enclosing
adjustable shelves; the lower section having a bipartite hinged deep drawer opening
to view five central arched pigeonholes above a niche surrounded by 13 drawers
over a tooled green faux leather-inset writing surface.
Height: 94-3/4 in (240.7 cm); Width: 49-1/2 in (125.7 cm); Depth: 22-1/4 in (56.5
cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Scattered restorations to drawers and to veneer.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 138
George III Style Satinwood Inlaid Mahogany Chest-on-Chest
Mid-19th Century
In two parts.
Height: 79-1/2 in (201.9 cm); Width: 46 in (116.8 cm); Depth: 22-1/2 in (57.2 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Brasses replaced; some repairs to inlay and restorations to cornice.

Sale: 1524, Lot 139
George III Mahogany Tall Case Clock
John Benson, Whitehaven, Circa 1790
The brass dial inscribed Benson/ WHITEHAVEN with applied cast female mask
and scroll spandrels enclosing a pewtered black Roman and Arabic numeral
chapter ring beneath a lunette with sun and moon phases; the two-train movement
striking a bell on the hour.
Height: 81-3/4 in (207.6 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Genevieve Rostad
Condition:
Feet replaced; some cracks to veneered panel door; various minor imperfections to
case.

Sale: 1524, Lot 140
George II-III Inlaid Figured Walnut Chest-on-Stand
Circa 1730-1750
In two parts.
Height: 59-3/4 in (151.8 cm); Width: 42 in (106.7 cm); Depth: 21 in (53.3 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from the Estate of Genevieve Rostad
Condition:
Legs and brasses replaced; some repairs and cracks to veneer.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 141
George III Oak Welsh Dresser
Circa 1770-1790
In two parts.
Height: 83-1/4 in (211.5 cm); Width: 74 in (188 cm); Depth: 16-1/4 in (41.3 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Genevieve Rostad
Condition:
Brasses replaced; some cracks and repairs to applied molding; mildew and
deterioration to back panel.

Sale: 1524, Lot 142
William & Mary Feather Inlaid Figured Walnut Chest-on-Stand
Circa 1690-1700
In two parts: the upper section having a secret bipartite frieze drawer above two
aligned drawers and three bipartite long drawers.
Height: 66-1/2 in (168.9 cm); Width: 41 in (104.1 cm); Depth: 24 in (61 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from the Estate of Genevieve Rostad
Condition:
Legs, feet and brasses probably replaced; various cracks to veneer and to applied
molding.

Sale: 1524, Lot 143
Louis XV Style Ormolu Mounted Parquetry Kingwood and 'Vernis Martin'
Decorated Secrétaire à Abattant
First Quarter 20th Century
The Vernis Martin style painted fall-front writing lid painted with an allegory of
Orpheus and Eurydice opening to view a satinwood veneered interior with one
shelf and a red baize-lined writing surface.
Height: 53 in (134.6 cm); Width: 33 in (83.8 cm); Depth: 15-1/2 in (39.3 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
Some restorations to painted panels.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 144
Louis XV Style Ormolu and Sèvres Bleu Céleste Mounted Kingwood Crossbanded
Parquetry Tulipwood Bonheur-du-Jour
First Quarter 20th Century
Height: 46-1/2 in (118.1 cm); Width: 35-1/2 in 90.2 cm); Depth: 19-1/4 in (48.9 cm
)
$2,000-3,000
Property from a Maryland Estate
Provenance:
Acanthus Antiques
Condition:
Central back panel slightly warped.

Sale: 1524, Lot 145
Federal Style Satinwood Inlaid Mahogany Butler's Bureau-Bookcase
19th Century
In two parts.
Height: 95-1/2 in (242.5 cm); Width: 41-1/4 in (104.7 cm); Depth: 21-1/4 in (53.9
cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from the Estate of Francis Wickham Kraemer, Jr.
Condition:
Some restorations to applied molding and inlay; brasses are replaced.

Sale: 1524, Lot 146
Federal Style Crossbanded Walnut Slant-Front Desk
19th Century
Interior fitted with drawers and prospect door with figured maple veneer.
Height: 44-5/8 in (113.3 cm); Width: 41-1/2 in (105.4 cm); Depth: 21-1/2 in (54.6
cm)
$800-1,200
Property from the Estate of Francis Wickham Kraemer, Jr.
Condition:
Some restoration to crossbanding and to cockbeeding to drawers; brasses are
replaced.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 147
Three Continental Rococo Style Inlaid Walnut Diminutive Serpentine Commodes
Probably German, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
Height of largest: 12-3/4 in (32.3 cm); Greatest width: 18-1/4 in (46.3 cm); Greatest
depth: 11-1/4 in (28.5 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
Each with minor repairs to inlay and veneer.

Sale: 1524, Lot 148
Two Continental Baroque Style Floral Marquetry Walnut Diminutive Slant-Front
Bureaus
Probably Last Half 19th Century
Height of larger: 14-1/4 in (36.2 cm); Greatest width: 19-1/2 in (49.5 cm); Greatest
depth: 11-1/4 in (28.5 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
Some repairs to marquetry and inlay; one with horizontal crack to slant-front.

Sale: 1524, Lot 149
Two Presidential Issued Ohio River Valley Land Grants For Matthew Rhea and
William Lytle
Dated September 24th 1805 and August 3rd, 1820
Both bearing signatures for Thomas Jefferson and James Monroe, respectively, and
other administrators; each having typeprinted sections pursuant to 1790 An Act to
enable the Officers and Soldiers of the Virginia Line on Continental Establishment,
to obtain Titles to certain Lands lying north west of the river Ohio, between the
Little Miami and Sciota ; with additional handwritten script describing the property
and terms of agreement. Each framed.*
Sight size: 15-1/4 x 12 in (38.7 x 30.5 cm); Framed: 23 x 20 in (58.4 x 50.8 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Condition:
Apparently good and restored condition, unexamined outside of frame: an instance
of minor abrasion with dark soiling near u.r. of Monroe document; foxing to outer
corners and edges; light toning throughout; multiple horizontal and vertical folds;
minor wrinkling, waving to sheet throughout; light peeling around edges of seal;
other scattered wear and accumulated dirt
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Sale: 1524, Lot 150
Set of Twelve W.T. Copeland & Sons Topographical Cabinet Plates
Last Half 19th Century
Undersides of each with applied blue maker and artisan marks, red decoration series
mark 1/3210 and title of landscape, and the impressed blank model M/83.
Greatest diameter: 8-3/8 in (21.2 cm)
$800-1,200
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Scattered nicks, scratches and wear with associated deterioration to decoration and
gilding of plate face; minor abrasive wear to undersides and edges.

Sale: 1524, Lot 151
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of 'The Triumph of Juno'
After a model by Paul Helmig, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The underside with incised O199, impressed 126, 40. in red, and underglaze blue
crossed swords mark.
Height overall: 8-3/4 in (22.2 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...repairs to levitating putto's left wing and possible restorations to wings of seated
putti; scattered instances of inpainting throughout, particularly to drape and back of
peacock and cloud; repaired chips to front edge of rocaille decoration of base;
accumulated residue throughout...

Sale: 1524, Lot 152
Meissen Allegorical Group of 'Asia' from the Four Continents Series
After a model by Johann Joachim Kändler, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The underside with incised 761, impressed 6., 38. in brown, and underglaze blue
crossed swords mark.
Height: 7-3/4 in (19.6 cm)
$700-900
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...inpainted, glue repairs to end of palm fronds; filled chipped loss to front edge of
side, underside of base; repair to handle of censer, left edge of cloak near back, left
knee, and camel neck; other scattered instances of minor repaired nicks and
adhesive accretion, residue...
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Sale: 1524, Lot 153
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of 'The Broken Eggs'
After a model by Michel Victor Acier, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The underside with incised F.65., impressed 50, 60 in brown, and underglaze blue
crossed swords mark.
Height: 9-3/8 in (23.8 cm)
$700-900
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...break, loss to left thumb of seated figure; later applied ribbons to back of seated
figure; scattered instances of minor chipped losses to protruding foliage and floral
elements, particularly to terrained base and garland; accumulated residue...

Sale: 1524, Lot 154
Meissen 'Schneeballen' Floral Encrusted Porcelain Covered Urn
Last Half 19th Century
The underside having incised 606, and underglaze blue crossed swords mark above
a caret.
Height: 19-5/8 in (49.8 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...lid appears to have applied enamel repairs to ground, with flaked losses near
lower edge; various instances of nicks and chips, repaired minor breaks, and losses
throughout outer edges, particularly protruding details and petals of floral
encrustation; firing stress crack to underside of lid; various instances of abrasive
wear with deterioration to decoration and gilding...

Sale: 1524, Lot 155
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of the 'Broken Bridge'
After a model by Michel Victor Acier, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The underside with incised F63 and impressed 43, 18. in red, and underglaze blue
crossed swords mark.
Height: 9-1/2 in (24.1 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...repair and later applications to hairpiece and possibly related repair with
inpainting and excess stabilizing agent accretion across side of skirt and near front
putto's drape and right foot; repaired break to left edge of attendant's coat;
deterioration to lacework; other minor lesser chipped losses...
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Sale: 1524, Lot 156
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of 'Victims of Loyalty'
After a model by Johann Daniel Schöne, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The underside with incised L9, impressed 143, 18. in red, and blue underglaze blue
crossed swords mark.
Height: 13-5/8 in (34.6 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...minor chipped losses, indications of previous repair to protruding floral details,
handle of flower basket; scattered instances of abrasive wear with surface
deterioration; accumulated residue...

Sale: 1524, Lot 157
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of 'The Decisive Choice'
After a model by Johann Carl Schönheit, Late 19th Century
The underside with incised J49, impressed 163 and 46, and blue underglaze blue
crossed swords mark.
Height: 11-3/4 in (29.8 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...restorations to hat, right arm, hand and basket of kneeling figure, and associated
residue in the vicinity; inpainted glue repairs to sash, garland, and near back of
coat; likely inherent stress crack between central figure and kneeling figure near
back; scattered instances of minor chips to applied floral decoration...

Sale: 1524, Lot 158
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of 'Europa and the Bull'
After a model by Johann Joachim Kändler, Late 19th Century
The underside with incised 2697, impressed 143, 51 in red, and blue underglaze
painted crossed swords mark.
Height: 8-5/8 in (21.9 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...repaired break to tail, inpainting and possible restoration to hind legs; numerous
repairs to protruding details, handle of basket, flowers, repairs to hands and
possible restoration to right foot of seated figure; scattered instances of inpainting
to terrain of base; accumulated residue, particularly to recesses...
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Sale: 1524, Lot 159
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of 'America'
After a model by Johann Joachim Kändler, Late 19th Century
The underside with incised 858, impressed 163 and 137, and blue underglaze blue
crossed swords mark.
Height: 10-7/8 in (27.6 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...restorations to tail of alligator; partially repaired break, separation between right
elbow and cloak; repaired chips to protrusions of hair; scattered instances of lesser
inpainted repairs throughout; accumulated residue....

Sale: 1524, Lot 160
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of 'Earth'
After a model by Michel Victor Acier, Late 19th Century
The underside having incised D.83., impressed 143 and 137, 4. in gold, and single
canceled underglaze blue crossed swords mark.
Height: 9-1/8 in (23.1 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...stabilized inherent ~6" firing crack to end of underside; loss to handle of key;
various glue, inpainted repairs to fingers, hands, feet, crown, rake, basket, and
sickle; repaired break to right upper arm of prone figure; scattered instances of
surface abrasions with deterioration to pigmentation; extensive adhesive residue
accretion...

Sale: 1524, Lot 161
Meissen Floral Encrusted, Gilt and Scene Painted Vase
Early 20th Century
In two parts: with a mounted ogee base; each side of the body decorated within a
cartouche painted with a Jeune Fille in an arcadian landscape. The underside
having incised 382, and impressed 20, and blue underglaze blue crossed swords
mark.
Height: 19-5/8 in (49.85 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...a few minor chipped, broken losses to flower petals and other protruding edges;
scattered instances of abrasive wear with deterioration to decoration and gilding...
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Sale: 1524, Lot 162
Meissen Floral Encrusted Tea Kettle on Lamp Stand
Last Quarter 19th Century
The underside of base with incised 2871 and 39 with impressed 58; underside of
kettle with impressed 2; both with blue underglaze blue crossed swords mark.
Height overall with handle: 16-1/4 in (41.2 cm); Teapot height without handle: 71/8 in (18.1 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...restored break to tip of spout; extensive glued, inpainted repairs to floral
encrustation throughout and finial with a few associated instances of loss; a few
instances of possibly stabilized infills or excess adhesive residue accretion
throughout; missing one fastener to one handle mount...

Sale: 1524, Lot 163
Meissen Figure of a Parrot Perched on a Tree Trunk
After a model by Johann Joachim Kändler, Mid-Late 19th Century
The underside having incised 20, impressed 52, painted 43 in red, and underglaze
blue crossed swords mark.
Height: 12-3/8 in (31.4 cm)
$500-700
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...extensive restorations to protruding leaves of tree, with a few instances of breaks,
chipped losses; restoration to end of left wing; a few possible areas of minor
surface stabilization, inpainting; areas of residue accretion...

Sale: 1524, Lot 164
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of 'The Placidness of Childhood'
After a model by Michel Victor Acier, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The side of base incised E. 77 and underside of base having impressed 35 and
underglaze blue crossed swords mark.
Height: 7-3/8 in (18.7 cm)
$600-800
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...restorations to face of youth; a few scattered instances of stabilized fill, inpainting
particularly to hand of youth, suspended drape, and lower edges of base; possible
stabilized fill to cracking at connection of dog legs to base; scattered wear and
accumulated residue; partial stress crack to underside of foot of base...
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Sale: 1524, Lot 165
Two Meissen Pastoral Figural Groups
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first, 'Boy and Girl Milking a Cow' after a model by Johann Daniel Schöne, the
underside having incised R. 79, impressed 5, and painted 39 in red; and the second,
'Spring is Here' after a model by Erich Hoesel, the underside having incised V124,
impressed 125, and painted 2 in red; each with underglaze blue crossed swords
mark.
Height of first: 6-5/8 in (16.8 cm); Height of second: 6-3/8 in (16.2 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...former with: partial stress crack to side of base, particularly underside; restoration
to fly on cow; inpainted glue repairs to cow horns; a few chipped losses to floral
appendages...latter with: chip to underside near exterior edge; restoration to goat
horn; instance of inpainted glue repairs to boy's hand and protruding leaves...

Sale: 1524, Lot 166
Two Meissen Allegorical Figures of a 'Shepherd' and a 'Shepherdess'
Both after models by Michel Victor Acier, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The underside of first with incised F73., impressed 127 and 155, 45 in gold, and the
underside of second with incised F73., impressed 62 and 3, 11. in red; each with
underglaze blue crossed swords mark, one with single cancellation.
Height of first: 7-1/2 in (19 cm); Height of second: 7-1/8 in (18.1 cm)
$700-900
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...both with minor deteriorated losses to lace; a few scattered instances of minor
abrasion and wear; minor general surface scratching; residue accretion...

Sale: 1524, Lot 167
Two Meissen Allegorical Figures of 'The Day' and 'The Night'
Both after models by Heinrich Schwabe, Late 19th Century
The underside of first incised M.105., impressed 145, with 36. in brown, and the
underside of second incised M.106., impressed 65, with 69 in red; each with
underglaze blue crossed swords mark.
Height of first: 6-7/8 in (17.4 cm); Height of second: 6-3/4 in (17.1 cm)
$700-900
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...glue repair to torch in hand of former; a few scattered instances of minor abrasion
with associated deterioration to gilding; a few scattered surface scratches with a
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few instances of possible inpainting; residue accretion throughout recessed spaces...

Sale: 1524, Lot 168
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of 'Thalia, The Muse of Comedy'
After a model by Johann Joachim Kändler, Late 19th Century
The underside with incised 625., impressed 72, 39. in green, and underglaze blue
crossed swords mark.
Height: 10-1/4 in (26 cm)
$700-900
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...restoration throughout tree; glue repairs to connection points between figures and
tree; scattered instances of inpainting throughout figures and trees; painted chipped
losses to foliage of base; residue accretion throughout recesses...

Sale: 1524, Lot 169
Three Meissen Allegorical Figural Groups
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first, 'Sculpture and Painting' after a model by Johann Joachim Kändler, the
underside with incised 2462, impressed 143, 56. in black; the second, 'Cupid with
Arrow' after a model by Michel Victor Acier, the underside incised e82 0/.,
impressed 69, 1. in violet; and the third, 'Satyr Pleading to Faun' with underside
incised D26, impressed 144, with 45. in gold; each with underglaze blue crossed
swords mark.
Height of tallest: 8-1/4 in (21 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...instances of possible inpainting, heightening to features of faun and satyr; minor
chipped losses to rose crown and laurel encrustation; break, loss to brush of paint
set; prominent possibly inherent firing hole near connection point of waist and
tree...
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Sale: 1524, Lot 170
Pair of Meissen Allegorical Figural Groups of Apple Pickers and Flower Gatherers
and a Figural Group of Apple Pickers
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first two, with incised D94., impressed 85 and Y, and 66.</i< in brown and
incised D95., impressed 58; and the third, with incised 1998, impressed 74, 12. in
gold; each with underglaze blue crossed swords mark, one with cancellation.
Height of tallest: 10 in (25.4 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...extensive restoration to trees and floral and figural protrusions, particularly to
model D94; scattered instances of inpainting; aged adhesive residue; accumulated
dirt and debris...

Sale: 1524, Lot 171
Three Meissen Allegorical Figural Groups of Putti
Each after models by Johann Carl Schönheit, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first, modelled as a kid goat in a cradle and a monkey with a monocle, having
an H89, 20. in gold; the second, modelled as a luring a cat through the mouth of a
mask with a bird in a cage, incised H88, impressed 74, a 6. in red, and single cancel
blue underglaze painted crossed swords; and the third, modelled as caging a
cockerel, incised H87, impressed 59, 8. in gold, and blue; each with underglaze
blue crossed swords mark; the second with canceled factory mark.
Height of tallest: 6-5/8 in (16.8 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...inpainted breaks, chipped losses to floral protrusions; minor stabilization applied
at connection points; scattered instances of inpainting to recesses; accumulated dirt,
dust, debris, and residue accretion...

Sale: 1524, Lot 172
Meissen Floral Encrusted and Enamel Decorated Pierced Footed Center Bowl
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The underside with incised E.152, impressed 79, and single cancel blue underglaze
painted crossed swords.
Height: 8-1/8 in (20.6 cm); Length: 20-1/2 in (52 cm)
$700-900
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...scattered instances of minor chipped losses, particularly to protruding floral
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decoration, with generally associated instances of inpainting and stabilization;
excess adhesive residue; general accumulated dirt, debris, and residue accretion;
applied felt pads to undersides of feet...

Sale: 1524, Lot 173
Three Meissen Mythological and Allegorical Groups
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first, a young satyr mounted on a lion having incised D55, impressed 65, 22. in
red, and blue underglaze painted crossed swords; the second, two figures on
respective mounts having incised B72., impressed 39 and 32, and single cancel
blue underglaze painted crossed swords; and the third, a young satyr riding a goat,
having incised D.44., impressed 58, 53. in red, and blue underglaze painted crossed
swords.
Height of tallest: 7-1/8 in (18.1 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...repaired break to flagon on wine and possibly to horn of ram; a few minor
chipped losses to protruding edges; a few scattered instances of possible inpainting;
residue accretion, particularly to recesses; accumulated dirt, dust, and debris...

Sale: 1524, Lot 174
Three Meissen Allegorical Figural Groups
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first, after a model by Johann Joachim Kändler, of a family gathered around a
bird cage, having incised 2897, impressed 140, 044. in red; the second, after a
model by Michel Victor Acier, of a seated shepherd and shepherdess with a sheep,
incised C41a, impressed 83, with 51. in red; and the third, a group of children with
a sheep and a dog, incised G.13, impressed 121, 2. in red; each with underglaze
blue crossed swords mark, one with single cancellation.
Height of tallest: 7-5/8 in (19.3 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...scattered instances of inpainted adhesive restorations throughout, particularly to
outer protruding elements and details; various instances of replaced losses to
implements in hands of figures; minor chipped losses to protruding floral
elements...
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Sale: 1524, Lot 175
Dresden Carl Thieme Floral Encrusted and Enamel Decorated Urn and a Pair of
Covered Urns Mounted as Lamps
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
All in two parts; both sides of urn with painted fête galante scenes; the underside of
urn and interior of base of lamps and plinth with blue underglaze painted T/X
Thieme mark.
Height overall of urn with plinth: 25-3/4 in (65.4 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...repaired break to base of one lamp with possible adhesive mounting of base and
lamp; scattered instances of partially inpainted, stabilized repairs to various fruit
and floral encrustation throughout; accumulated dirt, debris, and residue
throughout, particularly to recesses...

Sale: 1524, Lot 176
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of a 'Peasant Festival'
After a model by Michel Victor Acier, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The underside with incised C59., impressed 68, and underglaze blue crossed swords
mark.
Height: 14 in (35.5 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...extensive instances of restoration and chipped and other losses to protruding floral
details of vegetation and other extremities and outermost elements; break, loss to
end of left horn of ram; a few scattered instances of minor abrasion with associated
deterioration; accumulated dirt, debris, and residue...

Sale: 1524, Lot 177
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of 'Love'
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
Modelled with Venus, Cupid and a Maiden with a garland of flowers; the underside
with incised g83., impressed 100, 34. in violet, and blue underglaze blue crossed
swords mark.
Height: 8-1/8 in (20.6 cm)
$700-900
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...scattered instances of various minor inpainted adhesive repairs throughout flower
braid; various minor chipped losses along outer edges of protruding details of
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flowers; a few instances of applied stabilizer at connection points; other instances of
possible inpainting, residue accretion; accumulated dirt and debris...

Sale: 1524, Lot 178
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of an Offering at the Monument
Possibly after the model by Johann Adam Bauer for Ludwigsburg, Late 19th
Century
The column hiding a figure near the back of a youth holding a shroud over a
punctured heart. The underside with incised H34, impressed 96/163, and
underglaze blue crossed swords mark.
Height: 12-7/8 in (32.7 cm)
$700-900
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...minor repaired breaks to flowers in hands of surmounted puttos; lesser chipped
losses to outer edges throughout flower braid; a few instances of applied
stabilization at connection points of figures; scattered instances of residue accretion
and possible inpainting; deterioration to gilding...

Sale: 1524, Lot 179
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of 'The Betrothal, Secret of the Young Bride'
After a model by Michel Victor Acier and Johann Carl Schönheit, Late 19th-Early
20th Century
The underside with incised E70, 1. in red, and underglaze blue crossed swords
mark.
Height: 10 in (25.4 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...extensive partly inherent partial stress cracking throughout underside; scattered
instances of losses and chips to protruding floral elements, some with applied
adhesive and inpainted repairs; a few scattered instances of possible inpainting;
residue accretion...
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Sale: 1524, Lot 180
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of 'The Test of Love'
After a model by Michel Victor Acier, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The underside with incised E71., impressed 28 and 74, 20. in gold, and underglaze
blue crossed swords mark.
Height: 9-1/2 in (24.1 cm)
$700-900
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...an instance of inpainted adhesive repairs near front of base; scattered instances of
minor chipped losses throughout protruding, particularly floral details; other
various instances of residue accretion; a few instances of inherent surface
imperfections...

Sale: 1524, Lot 181
Meissen Bacchanalian Figural Group
After a model by Johann Joachim Kändler, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The underside with incised 2202, ,92. in gold, underglaze blue crossed swords
mark, and various artisan marks; also with applied circular Drew's Antiques Omaha
label.
Height: 10-5/8 in (26.9 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...scattered partly inherent partial stress cracks throughout underside; repaired break
to spout of barrel; other scattered instances of inpainted and adhesive repairs,
particularly to edge of base, along implements in hands, and throughout garments;
residue accretion...

Sale: 1524, Lot 182
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of Apple Picker, Shepherd and Woodman
After a model by Michel Victor Acier, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The underside with incised e.91., impressed 101, 41. in red, and underglaze blue
crossed swords mark.
Height: 11 in (27.9 cm)
$700-900
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...extensive inpainted adhesive repairs to tree branches and floral appendages with a
few instances of implements in hands; applied stabilizer along connection points,
particularly near tree; scattered instances of chipped losses to outer edges of
protrusions...
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Sale: 1524, Lot 183
Three Meissen Porcelain Figures of Women
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first after a model by J. Ungerer, 'Vegetable Maid with Guard Dog' incised T.
62, impressed 91, with 20. in red and blue underglaze painted crossed swords mark;
the second also after a model by J. Ungerer, 'Goose Maid with Geese' and incised
T175., with 79. in black and blue underglaze painted crossed swords mark; the last
after a model by Johann Joachim Kändler, a young woman with flowers incised
1352, impressed 35, 28 and with a double cancellation blue underglaze painted
crossed swords mark.
Height of tallest: 12-7/8 in (32.7 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...scattered instances of inpainted adhesive repairs, prominently to central bouquet,
likely to replace lost instrument, near connection to body, with other lesser
instances throughout, particularly to outer edges and protrusions; chipped and other
losses to edges and protrusions of raised floral elements, some with later instances
of repair; a few isolated abrasions with associated contact staining; scattered
instances of residue accretion, particularly to recesses...

Sale: 1524, Lot 184
Two Meissen Allegorical Figures of Kneeling Man and Woman
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first after the model by Johann Joachim Kändler, 'The Bird Catcher" with
incised X3., impressed 74, 66. in red and blue underglaze painted crossed swords
mark; the second, with incised Y6., impressed 74, and a double cancel underglaze
blue crossed swords mark.
Height of taller: 6-5/8 in (16.8 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...restoration to male figure's left and female figure's right hands; a few partially
inherent partial stress cracks to underside; a ~1/2" instance of possible scoring, an
engraved line over terrained base near tree root; restoration to floral appendages,
protruding elements with applied stabilizer at connection points; scattered instances
of residue accretion; accumulated dirt and debris...
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Sale: 1524, Lot 185
Meissen Allegorical Figural Group of a Crowned Woman, Angel, and Putti
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The underside with incised 38, impressed 81, 42 in green, and underglaze blue
crossed swords mark.
Height:10-3/8 in (26.3 cm)
$2,000-4,000
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...enamel paint and adhesive repairs to connection point near right sandal; repairs to
heads of peafowls with associated breaks, losses to plumage; a few instances of
minor chipped losses to outer protruding points, a few with instances of applied
stabilizer; a few scattered minor abrasions with associated deterioration; residue
accretion...

Sale: 1524, Lot 186
Three Meissen Allegorical Figurines of Cupid
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first, 'Cupid Holding a Broken Heart', incised L116, impressed 48, with 63. in
black; the second, 'Cupid as a Victor', incised L123, impressed 120, with 56 in
black; the third, of 'Cupid Walking Heart', incised P138, impressed 111, with 40. in
red: each with underglaze blue crossed swords mark.
Height of tallest: 8-3/8 in (21.2 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...repaired break to outer edge of underside of base of first; instances of restoration
of hands; repaired breaks at connection points of protruding elements; scattered
instances of chips, particularly to outer edges of protruding details, some with
inpainting; residue accretion...

Sale: 1524, Lot 187
Two Meissen Allegorical Figural Groups
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first, of a shepherd and shepherdess, after the model by Johann Joachim
Kändler and Peter Reinicke, the underside with incised 2870, impressed 50; the
second, of 'The Listener at the Wall', underside with incised A.41, impressed 153,
with 33. in red; both with underglaze blue crossed swords mark, the first double
canceled.
Height of taller: 9-1/2 in (24.1 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from a Maryland Estate
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Condition:
...enamel painted repairs throughout outer edges of base of former with a few
instances of applied stabilizer at connection points and repaired breaks to
protruding elements and held implements; scattered instances of chipped losses;
scattered instances of excess adhesive; residue accretion, particularly to recesses...

Sale: 1524, Lot 188
Two Meissen Floral Encrusted Clocks
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first, with Arabic and Roman numeral painted enamel dial, inscribed B.
Worms/Paris/10 Rue Royale, the two-train movement striking a bell on the halfhour, the back of the movement case with stamped numbers, underside of housing
with number 28. in red, and the interior with incised 687. and impressed 39; the
second, with incised 2898, impressed 103, with no in red; each with underglaze
blue crossed swords mark, the second with single cancellation.
Height of taller: 12-1/4 in (31.1 cm)
$700-900
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...apparently incomplete component to hammer mechanism; movement housing
remounted to base; various, extensive inpainted adhesive repairs to breaks, chipped
losses throughout, particularly to protruding elements of birds and details of
vegetation and floral decoration, especially pronounced in smaller clock; scattered
adhesive residue; residue accretion throughout recesses...

Sale: 1524, Lot 189
German Porcelain Allegorical Mirrored Four-Light Sconce and a Pair of Mirrored
Wall Brackets
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
Each apparently unmarked.
Height of sconce: 34 in (86.3 cm)
$700-900
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...four-light sconce with restorations to bobeches; each with minor chips to flowers
and one with restored left leg to lower figure; other loose mounts of figural
ornaments, scattered instances of minor stress cracking...
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Sale: 1524, Lot 190
Meissen Seven-Light 'Musical Putti ' Girandole and a Pair of Meissen Figural
Candlesticks
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The candelabrum after a model by Ernst August Leuteritz, the underside with
incised G.194., impressed 137; the undersides of the fruit picking pair having
incised F137., impressed 68 and 70, and 5. in red, and incised F.156., impressed
148, 28. in red: each with underglaze blue crossed swords mark.
Height of tallest: 22-1/4 in (56.5 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...repaired break to main nozzle of candelabrum base; various restorations to sockets
and bobeches, particularly to candelabrum; scattered instances of minor breaks,
chipped losses to floral and figural appendages and protrusions and other
connection points, some with inpainted adhesive repairs; scattered abrasions and
scratching; abrasive wear to undersides; residue accretion scattered throughout...

Sale: 1524, Lot 191
Royal Vienna-Type Ormolu Mounted and Painted Porcelain Allegorical Portico
Clock
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The underside of base with underglaze blue painted inverted shield mark; back of
movement case with stamped winged wheel, Schlenker & Kienzle-type mark.
Height: 24 in (60.9 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...clock apparently not functional; wood finial later; adhesive and inpainted repairs
to pillar caps with other instances of chipped losses and deterioration to cork
insulators; general abrasive wear throughout with associated deterioration to
gilding and painted decoration; contact wear between connect connecting elements;
some loosening of mounts; accumulated dirt and debris...

Sale: 1524, Lot 192
Royal Copenhagen 'Flora Danica' Soup Tureen and Fruit Basket
Mid-20th Century
The underside of tureen marked Potentilla procumlens silith and Cephalanthera
unbria rich. in black script with green circular maker's mark, model 20/3562, hmx,
and other illegible script with three blue underglaze painted waving lines;
underside of lid of tureen marked Convolvulus arvensis L. (field bindweed) in
black script, with green circular maker's mark, model 20/3562, ~mot, and other
illegible script with three blue underglaze painted waving lines; underside of basket
marked
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Ranunculus glacialis L. (glacier buttercup) in black script, with green circular
maker's mark, model 20/3534, al and other illegible script with three blue
underglaze painted waving lines.
Height of tureen: 9-1/2 in (24.1 cm); Length: 11-1/2 in (29.2 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
A few scattered instances of chipped losses, particularly to edges of floral
encrustation, especially near the handle mounts, with a few instances of inpainted
adhesive repair; scattered instances of wear with associated surface deterioration

Sale: 1524, Lot 193
Dresden Parcel Gilt and Floral Decorated Porcelain Centerpiece
Carl Thieme, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The four sides painted with different amorous scenes; the underside with underglaze
blue SP above Dresden/Germany.
Height: 18 in (45.7 cm); Diameter: 13 in (33 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...some wear and restoration to gilding...

Sale: 1524, Lot 194
Near Pair of German Floral Encrusted Porcelain and Ebonized Wood Mirrored
Hanging Shelves
Early 20th Century
Each mounted with allegorical Four Seasons figures.
Height overall: 25 1/2 in (64.7 cm); Width: 25-1/2 in (64.7 cm); Depth: 8-1/2 in
(21.5 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...each with some chips to flowers and foliage...
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Sale: 1524, Lot 195
Dresden Floral Encrusted and Figural Porcelain Base Gueridon
Carl Thieme, First Quarter 20th Century
The round molded edge ebonized wood top with 8 fan-shaped porcelain amorous
plaques centering a porcelain tondo with putti in clouds.
Height: 27-1/2 in (69.9 cm); Diameter: 22 in (55.9 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
One fan-shaped porcelain plaque restored; minor chips to floral decoration

Sale: 1524, Lot 196
Two German Floral Encrusted Porcelain Figural Compotes and a Four-Light
Candelabrum
Early 20th Century
The underside of larger compote base with underglaze blue single-hash Sitzendorftype mark, with impressed S, DEP, and 9490 marks; the underside of other compote
with underglaze blue double-hash Schierholz Plaue-type mark, impressed with 572
and 1 and with 55. in red; the underside of candelabrum with underglaze blue
single-hash Sitzendorf-type mark and impressed 253 and 36 in red.
Height overall of candelabrum: 21 in (53.3 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...each with minor chips to flowers and leaves; restoration to candle arms...

Sale: 1524, Lot 197
Pair of Sitzendorf Porcelain Fête Galante Figures of Young Gentleman and Lady
Post 1950s
Both with blue underglaze crowned Sitzendorf S mark.
Height of taller: 20-1/4 in (51.4 cm)
$500-700
Property from a Maryland Estate
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Sale: 1524, Lot 198
German Porcelain Figural Group of a Flautist Surrounded by a Family of Four
Early 20th Century
Interior of base with blue underglaze painted pseudo mark of crossed swords above
a star or dot near the hilt.
Height: 16-1/2 in (41.9 cm)
$700-900
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...various instances of minor inpainted adhesive repairs, minor chipped losses,
abrasions...

Sale: 1524, Lot 199
Two Meissen Figures of a 'Cupid Carrying a Large Lily' and a 'Young Girl Teasing
a Goat'
First Half 20th Century
The first, after a model by Payl Helmig, with incised P120 and impressed 140; and
the second, after a model by Oskar Erich Hösel, with incised V114 and impressed
48; each with underglaze blue crossed swords mark.
Height of taller: 7 in (17.7 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...various instances of abrasive wear...

Sale: 1524, Lot 200
Pair of Meissen Mythological Figures of 'Diogenes' and 'Paracelsus'
Each after models by Johann Joachim Kändler, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The undersides with inscribed 945 and 986, respectively; both with underglaze blue
crossed swords mark.
Height of taller: 9-1/2 in (24.1 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
Each originally three-light candelabras, lacking candlestick arms, with some chips
to various flowers.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 201
Four Meissen Allegorical Figural Groups
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first, an allegory of Spring, incised G91 and impressed 144; the second, 'Cupid
Grinding Arrows', incised E26 and impressed 110; the third, a flute player and
young girl feeding a goat grapes, incised G93 and impressed 48 ;and the fourth, a
cat watching four puppies eating, incised J130 and impressed 112: each with
underglaze blue crossed swords mark.
Height of tallest: 8-1/2 in (21.5 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...some with losses to flowers and foliage...

Sale: 1524, Lot 202
Five Meissen Allegorical Groups
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first, two cupids emblematic of domesticity, incised H37 and impressed 137;
the second 'Cherub Gardener (Allegory of Earth)', incised C100 and impressed 76;
the third, 'Cupid Cobbler', with obstructed, probably O166 incised mark and
impressed 43; the fourth, 'Cherub Making Hot Chocolate (Allegory of Fire)',
incised C97 and impressed 48; the last of a boy and girl with bird after a model by
C.G. Juechtzer, impressed H38 and impressed 144: each with underglaze blue
crossed swords mark.
Height of tallest: 4-3/4 in (12 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...minor chips to flowers and foliage...

Sale: 1524, Lot 203
Two Meissen and German Allegorical Figural Groups of 'Lady Reading at the
Distaff' and The Four Seasons
Late 19th Century
The first, incised 2685 and impressed 127; and the second, apparently without
incised model or impressed production numbers; each with underglaze blue crossed
swords mark, the latter in a darker shade with a dot near the hilts.
Height of taller: 7 in (17.7 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...the former with chips to foliage; the latter with losses to lace...
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Sale: 1524, Lot 204
Four Meissen Allegorical Figures from the 'Five Senses' Series
After models by Johann Carl Schönheit, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
Consisting of: 'Sight', incised E3; 'Sound', incised E4 and impressed 123; 'Taste',
incised E2; and 'Smell', incised E5; each with underglaze blue crossed swords
mark.
Height of tallest: 6 in (15.2 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...some with chips to lacework and foliage...

Sale: 1524, Lot 205
Two Meissen Figures of Young Boys and a Young Girl
Each after models by Michel-Victor Acier, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first, a noble boy reading a book, incised C28 and impressed 44; the second and
the third, a girl feeding a cat and the boy teaching a dog to jump through a hoop,
each incised B.94, the former impressed 44 and the latter with 122: each with
underglaze blue crossed swords mark.
Height of tallest: 5 in (12.7 cm)
$500-700
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...each with some chips to lacework...

Sale: 1524, Lot 206
Two Meissen Figures of 'The Wife' and 'Tailor on the Goat'
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first, after a model by Friedrich Eberlein, incised 155 and impressed 163; and
the second, after a model by Johann Joachim Kändler, incised 171 and impressed
65; each with underglaze blue crossed swords mark.
Height of taller: 9 in (22.8 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...minor wear, abrasions, fleabite chipping, accumulated residue...
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Sale: 1524, Lot 207
Two Meissen Allegorical Figural Groups of 'Putti of The Four Seasons' and 'Cupid
Hunting with Hounds'
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first, after a model by Johann Joachim Kändler, with incised 1068 and
impressed 3; and the second, with incised number Q182 and impressed 150; each
with underglaze blue crossed swords mark.
Height of taller: 6 in (15.2 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...the first with chipped loss to sheath of wheat and minor chips to headdress...

Sale: 1524, Lot 208
Two Meissen Mythological Figures of 'Lorelei' and 'Drunken Silenus'
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first, after a model by Ludwig Schwanthaler, with incised N109 and impressed
11; and the second, after a model by Ernst August Leuteritz, with incised 2724 and
impressed 136; each with underglaze blue crossed swords mark.
Height of taller: 8 in (20.3 cm)
$1,000-2,000
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...the latter with minor chips to grape headdress and one figure with losses to
dagger...

Sale: 1524, Lot 209
Three Meissen Allegorical Figures
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The first, a girl with a ram, illegibly incised (H)64, impressed 51 with other date
mark; the second, cupid bound to a tree stump with garland of flowers, incised
R123 and impressed 136; and the third after a model by Michel Victor Acier,
'Winter and Spring', incised B88 and impressed 124: each with underglaze blue
crossed swords mark.
Height of tallest: 7-1/2 in (19 cm)
$800-1,200
Condition:
...some with chips to foliage...
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Sale: 1524, Lot 210
Pair of Meissen Figural Two-Light Candelabra and a Pair of Double Figural Salt
Cellars
Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The pair of candelabra, after a model by Johann Joachim Kändler, incised 1129
(boy) and 1130 (girl), respectively; the pair of salt cellars, incised 2926 and 2963,
respectively; each with underglaze blue crossed swords mark.
Height of tallest: 8 in (20.3 cm)
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...one candelabrum with restored nozzle; other with brim of hat restored; some chips
to foliage...

Sale: 1524, Lot 211
Two Meissen Oval Pierced Footed Center Bowls and a Square Tray
Early 20th Century
Each with underglaze blue crossed swords mark.
Length of larger bowl: 10 in (25.4 cm); Length of platter: 16 in (40.6 cm)
$1,000-1,500
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
...scattered instances of abrasive wear; minor chipped losses...

Sale: 1524, Lot 212
Russian Gilt Silver and Cloisonné Dessert Flatware Set
Moscow, First Quarter 20th Century
Consisting of: six knives, six forks, and six spoons. Each piece having applied
Kokoshnik 84-Zolotnik, some with a secondary circular, and 6th Artels or other
associated marks. Total number of pieces: 18.
Length of knife: 6-3/8 in (16.1 cm); Greatest width of spoon: 1-1/8 in (2.8 cm)
Total gross weight: 18 oz
$800-1,200
Property from a Maryland Estate
Condition:
Some wear to gilding and crazing to enamel.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 213
American Silver Four-Piece Tea Set
Probably Philadelphia, Circa 1840
Consisting of: a teapot, covered sugar, creamer and waste bowl; the tapering bodies
flanked with die-struck repeating laurel, plume, and beaded decoration with the
teapot and creamer having hound-formed spout and handle and the covered sugar
with raised masque handles. Apparently unmarked.
Height of teapot: 9-1/2 in (24.1 cm)
Total gross weight: 120.2 oz
$2,000-3,000
Condition:
All but the waste bowl with monograms; scattered indentations to covered sugar
and teapot; normal surface scratches throughout.

Sale: 1524, Lot 214
Continental Silver Scalloped Charger
Probably Italian, Late 19th-Early 20th Century
The inner wall having repeated embossed and chased rocaille decoration; each
being centered along a soldered connection of the threaded edge. Underside of the
lip having an impressed, lobed pictorial duty mark and a probably later 800
standard mark.
Greatest diameter: 18-3/8 in (46.6 cm)
Weight: 82.1 oz
$1,000-2,000
Condition:
Scattered surface scratches throughout, particularly untextured surfaces.

Sale: 1524, Lot 215
American Silver Five-Piece Coffee and Tea Service
Wood & Hughes, New York, Circa 1855
Consisting of: a coffeepot, teapot, covered sugar, creamer and waste bowl. The
undersides of each having a stamped W&H maker and 900/1000 standard marks.
Height of coffeepot: 11-5/8 in (29.5 cm)
Total gross weight: 114.8 oz
$2,000-3,000
Condition:
All pieces monogrammed; a few scattered minor indentation along outer points and
edges; a few scattered minor abrasions to bodies.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 216
American Repoussé Sterling Six-Piece Coffee and Tea Service with Two-Handled
Silverplate Tray
Wood & Hughes, New York and Barbour Bros Co., Hartford, Last Quarter 19th
Century
Consisting of: a coffeepot with hinged lid, teapot with hinged lid, tea caddy with
removable lid, open sugar, creamer, and waste bow, together with an associated
tray; the bulbous bodies and lids with allover embossed floral and fernery
decoration with step-formed thread-edged bases; the coffeepot and teapot with
mounted acanthus scrollwork handles, the tea caddy and sugar with two applied
handles, and the creamer with one applied handle. Center of tray engraved in mixed
script PRESENTED/to/A. Griggs/By the Employees of/Ala. Gt. Southern
R.R./Jany 1891; undersides of all but tray with bright-cut intertwining AG
monogram with stamped maker's mark, metal standard (sterling), and model
number (36), in addition to an engraved notation (Tbb17); underside of tray with
stamped BARBOUR BROS.CO./QUADRUPLE PLATE and the numbers 24 and
686 with other engraved notations.
Length of tray: 26-1/8 in (66.4 cm); Height of coffeepot: 8 in (20.3 cm)
Total gross weight of weighable silver: 88.2 oz
$1,500-2,500
Condition:
Minor staining and deterioration to a few insulators with slightly loose mount to
coffeepot; minor indentations, surface scratching and abrasions in scattered
instances along outer rims and tread-edged bases; tray with instances of
indentations and abrasive wear with losses in silvering, particularly along outer
edges and border.

Sale: 1524, Lot 217
Gorham Sterling Flat Table Service
Providence, Rose Marie Pattern, Introduced 1933
Consisting of:
12 Dinner knives
12 Luncheon knives
12 One-piece butter spreaders
12 Dinner forks
12 Luncheon forks
12 Salad forks
12 Seafood forks
6 Tablespoons
12 Bouillon spoons
23 Teaspoons
12 Demitasse spoons
12 Iced tea spoons
1 Gravy ladle
1 Sauce ladle
1 Serving spoon
1 Serving fork
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1 Jelly server
1 Master butter knife
1 Pickle fork
1 Sugar spoon
1 Pair of sugar tongs
1 Pie server
1 Three-piece carving set
1 Two-piece carving set
Total number of pieces: 164
Total weight of weighable silver: 150.9 oz
$2,000-3,000
Property from the Estate of Gregory Johnson

Sale: 1524, Lot 218
Set of Four Gorham Weighted Sterling Corinthian Column Candlesticks
Providence, Circa 1909 and 1949
Undersides with impressed maker's mark, standard, A3207 model number and
corresponding date marks. Interior of socket with impressed standard. The earlier
pair with impressed retailer SPAULDING & CO.
Height: 10-1/4 in (26 cm)
$800-1,200
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Minor wear to undersides; a few minor indentations along outer edges; interior of
socket with residual candlewax.

Sale: 1524, Lot 219
Gorham Sterling Flat Table Service
Providence, Fairfax Pattern, Introduced 1910
Consisting of:
12 Dinner knives
1 Luncheon knife
4 Steak knives
7 One-piece butter spreaders
12 Dinner forks
12 Salad forks
8 Seafood forks
8 Soup spoons
16 Teaspoons
4 Demitasse spoons
1 Cream ladle
1 Serving fork
1 Jelly server
1 Master butter knife
1 Bonbon spoon
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1 Sugar spoon
1 Tomato server
1 Two-piece carving set
1 Youth fork
1 Youth spoon
Total number of pieces: 95
Total weight of weighable silver: 78.2 oz
$1,000-2,000
Condition:
Monogrammed

Sale: 1524, Lot 220
Towle Sterling Six-Piece Coffee and Tea Service with Two-Handled Tray
Newburyport, MA, Lady Mary Pattern, Introduced 1917
Consisting of: a hot water kettle-on-stand with removable sterling burner insert,
coffeepot, teapot, creamer, covered sugar and waste bowl. Underside of each with
marks for associated maker, standard, pattern (7682C), and when applicable,
volume.
Height of hot water kettle-on-stand: 12-1/2 in (31.7 cm)
Total gross weight: 229.3 oz
$2,000-4,000
Condition:
Scattered minor indentation to outer edges and protruding points; general surface
scratching and minor abrasions.

Sale: 1524, Lot 221
Pair of Mexican Silver Three-Light Candelabra
Lafayette, Mid-20th Century
Underside of each bobèche with impressed maker, standard (sterling), and purity
(0.925).
Height overall: 6-1/8 in (15.6 cm)
Total weight: 54.3 oz
$800-1,100
Condition:
Scattered instances of minor indentation to outer edges and protruding points;
general surface scratching and minor abrasions.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 222
Mexican Silver Six-Piece Coffee and Tea Service
José Marmolejo, Mid-20th Century
Consisting of: a hot water kettle-on-stand with removable silverplate burner insert,
coffeepot, teapot, creamer, covered sugar and waste bowl; the underside of all
sterling pieces with stamped origin, maker, purity, standard, and region marks.
Height of hot water kettle-on-stand: 17-1/2 in (44.4 cm)
Total gross weight: 234.3 oz
$2,000-3,000
Condition:
Scattered instances of minor indentation to outer edges and protruding points; minor
surface abrasion.

Sale: 1524, Lot 223
Pair of George III Silver Goblets
Robert Hennell I, London, Circa 1783
Underside of base with stamped standard, duty, date, and maker's marks in each
respective corner; each having an engraved cartouche, housing a central
escutcheon, containing a rampant lion and crowned mitre in front of crossed
swords, all beneath a scroll; the side of the base with later dedication L. and E. and
N. May, 1927.
Total weight: 15.7 oz
$800-1,200
Condition:
Minor indentations along underside edge of base; general surface abrasions.

Sale: 1524, Lot 224
George III Silver Punch Bowl
Paul Storr, London, 1789
With later Marquess of Londonderry crest.
Height: 6-1/4 in (15.8 cm)
Weight: 39.3 oz
$1,000-2,000
Property from the Estate of Dr. Marvin Oleshansky
Condition:
Minor surface scratching and abrasions and minor indentations along outer edges.
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Sale: 1524, Lot 225
German Rococo Style 800-Silver Center Bowl
Moritz Elimeyer, Dresden, Early 20th Century
Interior underside of one of four feet stamped elimeyer above 800, with a moon and
crown and an impressed S below crossed hammers, together above Dresden.
Height: 7 in (17.7 cm); Length including handles: 17-1/4 in (43.8 cm)
Weight: 91.2 oz
$800-1,200
Condition:
Scattered minor indentation to outer edges and protruding points and underside;
general light surface abrasions.

Sale: 1524, Lot 226
Russian Crystal and Porcelain Mounted Silver Gilt Oklad Icon of Christ Pantocrator
Cyrillic maker 'I-Zh', Assayed by Mikail Paslovich Churmazov, Moscow, 1841
Bottom side of oklad with four stamped marks, including 84-Zolotonik. Verso of
fabric backing having 'Bogorodsko-Glukhovskaya Manufacture' royal warrant in
ink. Painted icon probably later.
Shadowbox: 19-5/8 x 17-5/8 x 3-5/8 in (49.8 x 44.7 x 9.2 cm); Panel: 14-1/4 x 123/8 in (36.2 x 31.4 cm)
$800-1,200
Property of a Northern Virginia Collector
Condition:
Vertical crack, extending right of neck, compounding at cheek, ear, extending up
through side of head; repair, break to u.r. corner of mounted porcelain open gospel;
exposure with staining near u.r. of head, brow, extending down side of face;
separation of solder near left side of halo of oklad; lifting, craquelure with flaked
losses near right of shoulder

Sale: 1524, Lot 227
Russian Gem Encrusted and Enameled Yellow Gold Mounted Silver Cigarette Box
D.P. Nikitin, Assayed by Ivan Sergeyevich Lebedkin, Moscow, Circa 1908
Having impressed maker and 84-Zolotonik standard to interior of body and match
lid, to aerating tube, and an associated mark to interior of primary lid. Interior of
primary lid engraved Thieve's Market/Moscow, 1912/H.G.C.. Having a discrete
upper hinged match compartment with parcel gilt interior and approximately thirty
soldered charms throughout exterior.
Length: 4 in (10.1 cm)
Gross weight: 7.8 oz
$800-1,200
Condition:
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Loss to mounted stones and enamel; minor abrasive wear and surface scratching
throughout.

Sale: 1524, Lot 228
Victorian Tested 14-Karat Yellow-Gold, Platinum, Ruby, Diamond and Blue
Enamel Bangle Bracelet
Last Quarter 19th Century
Having a central reticulated foliate design centered with one oval faceted ruby
weighing approximately 1.20 carats, flanked by two oval faceted rubies weighing
approximately .80 carats and one hundred ten old mine and rose-cut diamonds.
Total weight of rubies: 2 carats
Gross weight: 32 dwt.
Length: 6-5/8 in (16.8 cm)
Greatest width: 1-3/8 in (3.5 cm)
$2,000-4,000
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust

Sale: 1524, Lot 229
Victorian Tested 14-Karat Yellow-Gold, Blue Sapphire, Diamond and Enamel Ring
Last Quarter 19th Century
Centered with one oval faceted blue sapphire measuring approximately 20.98 x
13.33 x 9.68 mm, weighing approximately 20.30 carats, surrounded by a row of
twenty-six round old mine-cut diamonds weighing approximately .90 carats and the
outer row with a dark blue enamel accent.
Gross weight: 9.4 dwt.
Shank size: 6-1/2
$800-1,200
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust

Sale: 1524, Lot 230
Edwardian Platinum-Topped, Tested 14-Karat Yellow-Gold and Diamond
'Sunburst' Pendant-Brooch
Circa 1910
Centered with one round old mine-cut diamond weighing approximately 1.95
carats, surrounded by approximately one hundred four old mine and full-cut
diamonds weighing approximately 2 carats.
Total weight of diamonds: 3.95 carats
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Gross weight: 19.2 dwt.
Length: 2-5/8 in (6.7 cm)
Width: 2-3/8 in (6 cm)
$4,000-6,000
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust

Sale: 1524, Lot 231
Edwardian Platinum-Topped, 14-Karat Yellow-Gold and Diamond Bracelet
Circa 1910
Centered with seventeen round old mine-cut diamonds weighing approximately
1.70 carats and approximately two hundred thirty-eight rose-cut diamonds
weighing approximately 3.50 carats.
Total weight of diamonds: 5.20 carats
Gross weight: 15.2 dwt.
Length: 6-3/8 in (16.2 cm)
$1,200-1,800
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust

Sale: 1524, Lot 232
Edwardian Platinum and Diamond Brooch
Circa 1910
Centered with one round old European-cut diamond weighing approximately .85
carats, flanked by four old mine-cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.20 carats
and approximately fifty-four round full-cut diamonds weighing approximately .60
carats.
Total weight of diamonds: 2.65 carats
Gross weight: 5 dwt.
Length: 1-3/4 in (4.5 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust

Sale: 1524, Lot 233
Art Deco Platinum, Diamond and Emerald Bracelet
Circa 1920
Having three marquise-cut diamonds weighing approximately 2 carats,
approximately two hundred eighty-two round full-cut diamonds weighing
approximately 15.50 carats and sixty-five square-cut channel-set emeralds.
Total weight of diamonds: 17.50 carats
Gross weight: 33 dwt.
Length: 7-1/2 in (19.1 cm)
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Width: 7/8 in (2.2 cm)
$10,000-15,000
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust
Condition:
One emerald missing.

Sale: 1524, Lot 234
Pair of Art Deco Platinum, 14-Karat White-Gold, Diamond and Coral Drop Pierced
Earrings
Circa 1930
Each set with seven round full-cut diamonds weighing approximately .20 carats,
suspending a teardrop-shaped red coral measuring approximately 22.5 x 9 mm and
inset with sixteen rose-cut diamonds.
Total weight of diamonds: .40 carats
Total gross weight: 5.4 dwt.
Length: 1-7/8 in (4.8 cm)
$1,200-1,500

Sale: 1524, Lot 235
Art Deco Platinum and Diamond Brooch
Circa 1930
Set with approximately one hundred fifty-seven round old mine and full-cut
diamonds weighing approximately 5.85 carats.
Gross weight: 10.5 dwt.
Length: 2-1/8 in (5.4 cm)
$1,500-2,500
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust

Sale: 1524, Lot 236
Retro 14-Karat Yellow-Gold, Platinum, Yellow Sapphire and Diamond Ring
Circa 1940s
Centered with one rectangular cushion-cut yellow sapphire measuring
approximately 17.17 x 13.96 x 9.57 mm, weighing approximately 23.85 carats,
surrounded by forty round full-cut melee diamonds.
Gross weight: 10 dwt.
Shank size: 6-3/4
$2,000-4,000
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust
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Sale: 1524, Lot 237
Platinum and Diamond Bracelet
Mid-20th Century
Having one hundred sixty round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately
4.10 carats.
Gross weight: 11.9 dwt.
Length: 6-1/2 in (16.5 cm)
$3,000-5,000
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust

Sale: 1524, Lot 238
Tested Platinum, Blue Sapphire and Diamond Ring
Centered with one oval faceted blue sapphire measuring approximately 11.84 x 8.86
x 6.55 mm, weighing approximately 5.25 carats, flanked by two triangular-cut
diamonds weighing approximately .50 carats.
Gross weight: 3.9 dwt.
Shank size: 6
$2,000-4,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 239
Pair of Platinum and Diamond French Clip-Back Pierced Earrings
Each set with approximately fifty-seven round full-cut diamonds weighing
approximately 1.85 carats.
Total weight of diamonds: 3.70 carats
Total gross weight: 11.1 dwt.
Length: 1-3/4 in (4.5 cm)
$4,000-5,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 240
Retro Tested 14-Karat Rose-Gold, Aquamarine and Ruby Ring
Circa 1940s
Centered with one emerald-cut aquamarine measuring approximately 22.22 x 17.38
x 9.89 mm, weighing approximately 26 carats and flanked by four round faceted
melee rubies.
Gross weight: 10.1 dwt.
Shank size: 6-3/4
$800-1,200
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust
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Sale: 1524, Lot 241
Platinum and Diamond Eternity Ring
Set with nineteen emerald-cut diamonds weighing approximately 6.50 carats.
Gross weight: 5 dwt.
Shank size: 6
$8,000-12,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 242
Platinum, Diamond and Synthetic Blue Sapphire Bracelet
Early to Mid-20th Century
Having six 'X' motif links set with one hundred fourteen old mine-cut diamonds
weighing approximately 4.15 carats, alternating with six links set with thirty-six
full-cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.80 carats and thirty-six channel-set
French-cut synthetic blue sapphires.
Total weight of diamonds: 5.95 carats
Gross weight: 25.2 dwt.
Length: 7 in (17.8 cm)
$5,000-7,000
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust

Sale: 1524, Lot 243
Pair of 18-Karat White-Gold and Diamond Chandelier Pierced Earrings
Each set with forty-four round brilliant, princess, marquise and pear-shaped
diamonds weighing approximately 4 carats.
Total weight of diamonds: 8 carats
Total gross weight: 8.5 dwt.
Length: 2-1/8 in (5.4 cm)
$6,000-8,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 244
Pomellato 18-Karat Yellow-Gold Necklace
The double-strand having two attached bell pendants. Signed Pomellato in script.
Weight: 30.5 dwt.
Length: 17 in (43.2 cm)
$1,000-2,000
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Sale: 1524, Lot 245
18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Blue Sapphire and Diamond Bracelet
Set with fifty-one oval faceted blue sapphires weighing approximately 20 carats and
approximately three hundred twenty-three round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing
approximately 6.50 carats.
Gross weight: 30.8 dwt.
Length: 7 in (17.8 cm)
$7,000-9,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 246
18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Imperial Topaz and Diamond Ring
Centered with one imperial topaz measuring approximately 19.92 x 13.42 x 8.68
mm, weighing approximately 15.40 carats, flanked by ten round brilliant and
marquise-cut diamonds weighing approximately .30 carats.
Gross weight: 6.8 dwt.
Shank size: 6-1/2
$2,000-4,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 247
Platinum and Diamond Line Bracelet
Set with fifty round transitional-cut diamonds weighing approximately 4 carats.
Gross weight: 9.7 dwt.
Length: 6-3/4 in (17.2 cm)
$2,000-4,000
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust

Sale: 1524, Lot 248
18-Karat White-Gold and Diamond Station Necklace
Set with ninety-four round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 4.75
carats.
Gross weight: 9.1 dwt.
Length: 31-3/4 in (80.7 cm)
$4,000-6,000
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Sale: 1524, Lot 249
Buccellati Gilt Silver and Moss Agate Bracelet
Having five polished oval moss agate plaques within decorated frames with
'modellato' engraving at the front and 'ornato' engraving on verso. Signed.
Length: 7-7/8 in (20 cm)
Width: 1 in (2.5 cm)
$4,000-6,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 250
Platinum, Emerald and Diamond Ring
Centered with one emerald-cut emerald measuring approximately 9.33 x 8.18 x 6.10
mm, weighing approximately 3.10 carats, surrounded by thirty-two round brilliant
and four marquise-cut diamonds weighing approximately 1.50 carats. Signed
Limon.
Gross weight: 6.2 dwt.
Shank size: 5
$2,000-4,000
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust

Sale: 1524, Lot 251
Platinum and Diamond Pendant Brooch
The stylized ribbon set with six round old European-cut diamonds weighing
approximately 6.15 carats and approximately one hundred sixty-one round old
European and full-cut diamonds weighing approximately 8 carats.
Total weight of diamonds: 14.15 carats
Gross weight: 19.2 dwt.
Length: 2-5/8 in (6.7 cm)
Width: 1-1/2 in (3.8 cm)
$5,000-7,000
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust

Sale: 1524, Lot 252
Balestra 18-Karat Yellow-Gold and Diamond Necklace
The clasp set with four round brilliant-cut melee diamonds. Signed Balestra.
Weight: 37.7 dwt.
Length: 23-1/2 in (59.7 cm)
$1,000-2,000
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Sale: 1524, Lot 253
Pair of Marina B 18-Karat Yellow-Gold and Citrine Clip-Back Earrings
Each set with one channel-set square-cut citrine. Each signed and numbered
2242001.
Total gross weight: 13.8 dwt.
Length: 7/8 in (2.2 cm)
$2,500-3,500

Sale: 1524, Lot 254
18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Yellow-Sapphire and Diamond Ring
Set with one rectangular cushion faceted yellow sapphire measuring approximately
13.13 x 11.04 x 7.40 mm, weighing approximately 9.55 carats, flanked by twentyeight round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 2.80 carats.
Gross weight: 9.4 dwt.
Shank size: 8
$2,000-4,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 255
Platinum and Diamond Necklace
Having one hundred six graduated round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing
approximately 8.50 carats, centering a shaped clasp set with thirteen round brilliant
and one baguette-cut diamond weighing approximately .50 carats.
Total weight of diamonds: 9 carats
Gross weight: 24.7 dwt.
Length: 15-3/4 in (40 cm)
$4,000-6,000
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust

Sale: 1524, Lot 256
Tested 18-Karat Yellow-Gold, Diamond and Ruby Brooch
Having thirty-eight round cabochon and oval faceted rubies and approximately one
hundred eighteen round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 3 carats.
Gross weight: 13.1 dwt.
Length: 2-7/8 in (7.3 cm)
$2,500-3,500
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Sale: 1524, Lot 257
Platinum, Aquamarine and Diamond Ring
Centered with one marquise faceted aquamarine weighing approximately 16.55
carats, flanked by ten round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately .20
carats.
Gross weight: 7.97 dwt.
Shank size: 7-1/2
$3,000-5,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 258
Platinum and Diamond Bracelet
Mid-20th Century
Having four mirroring links set with two emerald-cut diamonds weighing
approximately 2.80 carats, sixty-three baguette-cut diamonds weighing
approximately 4.75 carats, eighty-eight round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing
approximately 1.75 carats and six marquise-cut diamonds weighing approximately
1.80 carats; the clasp and three smaller similar segments set with forty eight
channel-set baguette-cut and sixty-four round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing
approximately 2.50 carats.
Total weight of diamonds: 13.60 carats
Gross weight: 40.1 dwt.
Length: 7 in (17.8 cm)
$6,000-8,000
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust
Condition:
One baguette-cut diamond missing.

Sale: 1524, Lot 259
Platinum and Diamond Ring
Centered with three marquise-cut diamonds weighing approximately 2 carats,
surrounded by approximately seventy-four round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing
approximately 2 carats.
Total weight of diamonds: 4 carats
Gross weight: 4.4 dwt.
Shank size: 6-1/2
$3,000-5,000
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust
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Sale: 1524, Lot 260
18-Karat White-Gold, Blue Sapphire and Diamond Bracelet
In the Art Deco style, set with twenty-four oval faceted sapphires weighing
approximately 53.80 carats and approximately two hundred forty-five round
brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 3.50 carats.
Gross weight: 40.5 dwt.
Length: 7 in (17.8 cm)
$10,000-15,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 261
14-Karat White-Gold Diamond Eternity Ring
Set with twenty-five oval brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 2.90
carats.
Gross weight: 2.2 dwt.
Shank size: 6-1/2
$4,000-5,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 262
Cartier Platinum and Diamond Line Bracelet
Set with thirty round brilliant-cut and thirty baguette-cut diamonds weighing
approximately 6.60 carats. Partially signed on fold-over security clasp.
Gross weight: 16.4 dwt.
Length: 7-1/8 in (18.1 cm)
$5,000-7,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 263
18-Karat White-Gold and Diamond Rivière Necklace
Having one hundred seventeen graduated round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing
approximately 10 carats.
Gross weight: 15 dwt.
Length: 16-1/8 i. (41 cm)
$10,000-15,000
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Sale: 1524, Lot 264
Platinum, Diamond, Blue Sapphire and Ruby Ring
Centered with one round brilliant-cut diamond weighing approximately 1.15 carats,
flanked by one round faceted blue sapphire weighing approximately 1.05 carats and
one round faceted ruby weighing approximately .90 carats and surrounded by thirty
-four round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 1 carat.
Total weight of diamonds: 2.15 carats
Gross weight: 4.58 dwt.
Shank size: 7
$2,000-4,000
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust

Sale: 1524, Lot 265
Erté Sterling Silver, 14-Karat Yellow-Gold, Diamond, Black Onyx and Carved
Mother-of-Pearl 'Sophistication' Necklace
State 1. Stamped on verso CFA STERLING & 14K/ AP 10.
The central removable section to be worn as a brooch.
Gross weight: 57.3 dwt.
Length approximately: 14-7/8 in (37.8 cm)
Length of brooch including tassels: 5-3/8 in (13.7 cm)
$2,000-3,000
Accompanied by the original fitted box and Circle Gallery insurance letter dated
October 1, 1989.

Sale: 1524, Lot 266
Platinum Solitaire Diamond Ring
Centered with one round old European-cut diamond weighing approximately 3.40
carats, flanked by four round brilliant-cut melee diamonds.
Gross weight: 3.5 dwt.
Shank size: 6-3/4
$8,000-12,000
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust

Sale: 1524, Lot 267
Charles Krypell 18-Karat White-Gold, Ruby and Diamond Pendant Necklace
Set with one heart-shaped checkerboard faceted ruby weighing approximately 3.76
carats, surrounded by a pavé of round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing
approximately 1.20 carats. Signed.
Gross weight: 5.7 dwt.
Length of chain: 16-3/4 in (42.6 cm)
$1,200-1,800
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Sale: 1524, Lot 268
14-Karat White-Gold and Diamond Line Bracelet
Set with fifty round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 5 carats.
Gross weight: 9.8 dwt.
Length: 7 in (17.8 cm)
$6,000-8,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 269
Platinum Solitaire Diamond Ring
Centered with one round brilliant-cut diamond weighing 3.38 carats, flanked by six
round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately .60 carats.
Total weight of diamonds: 3.98 carats
Gross weight: 4.6 dwt.
Shank size: 5-1/2
$40,000-60,000
Accompanied by a GIA Diamond Grading Report numbered 1275209 and dated
June 11, 1981 stating the center diamond color grade is E, clarity grade is VVS2,
polish and symmetry are very good and no fluorescence.

Sale: 1524, Lot 270
Platinum and Diamond Rivière Necklace
Set with sixty-six emerald-cut diamonds weighing approximately 23 carats.
Gross weight: 34.9 dwt.
Length: 16 in (40.6 cm)
$25,000-30,000

Sale: 1524, Lot 271
Platinum, Fancy Intense Yellow Diamond and Diamond Ring
Centered with one round old European-cut diamond weighing 13.51 carats,
surrounded by sixteen round brilliant-cut diamonds weighing approximately 2.40
carats.
Total weight of diamonds: 15.91 carats
Gross weight: 10.5 dwt.
Shank size: 6-3/4
$50,000-100,000
Accompanied by a GIA Natural Colored Diamond Report numbered 1226686558
and dated October 20, 2022 stating the color grade is fancy intense yellow,
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natural color origin, uneven color distribution, clarity grade is VS1, polish is good,
symmetry is fair and no fluorescence.
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust

Sale: 1524, Lot 272
Platinum, Blue Sapphire and Diamond Ring
Set with one square cushion modified brilliant-cut blue sapphire weighing 17.74
carats, surrounded by round brilliant-cut diamonds.
Gross weight: 9.3 dwt.
Shank size: 6-3/4
$40,000-60,000
Accompanied by a GIA Sapphire Origin Report numbered 1226686436 and dated
October 20, 2022 stating a natural sapphire, Sri Lanka (Ceylon) origin and no
indications of heating.
Property from the Josephine Ross Shepard Trust

Next Capital Collections Auction: Friday, March 10 - Consignment Deadline: January 20

